Palino projectors pole

(p240)

Paris, Quai d'Orsay
Contracting Authority: Ville de Paris - DPA - STGCAI - APUR
Architect: AEI
Lighting designer: Vincent Thiesson - Agence On
Photograph: François Renault
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K200 projectors pole (p240)
Montpellier, Hôtel de Ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Architect: Atelier Jean Nouvel & François Fontès
Lighting designer: Yann Kersalé - AIK
Photograph: Julien Thomazo
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City Line, K200 projectors pole (p180 & 240)
Montréal, Musée des Beaux Arts
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Urban planner: AADU
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin - Agence Eclairage Public
Landscape architect: VLAN Paysages
Photograph: Alexis Nollet
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Mikado GM (p126)
Bordeaux, Place Pey Berland
Contracting Authority: Communauté Urbaine de Bordeaux
Architect: Atelier King Kong - Patxi Mangado
Lighting designer: Yon Anton Olano
Photograph: Christian Désile
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Mikado PM (p130)
Jerusalem, Jaffa Gate
Contracting Authority: Jerusalem Authority
Architect: Gaï Igra
Lighting designer: Roger Narboni - Concepto
Engineering: EECC
Photograph: Bruno Thomas, Philippe Ruault
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Mikado PM (p130)
Montpellier, ZAC Pierre Vives
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général de l'Hérault
Architect: Art&Build
Architect Departemental Archives: Zaha Hadid
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et associés
Photograph: Julien Thomazo, JR Technilum®
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Solen bollard
Nanterre, Ilôt de la croisée
Contracting Authority: EPADESA
Architect Urban planner: TGTFP
Lighting designer: Philippe Almon - Ph.A
Landscape architect: Agence Florence Mercier Paysage
Engineering: Y Ingénierie
Photograph: François Renault
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K200 projectors pole (p240)
Nice, Promenade du Paillon
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Eclat
Landscape architect: Péna & Peña
Engineering: egis France
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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K140 projectors pole (p240)
Åre, Ski slope
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Åre - Skistars
Lighting designer: Kaï Piippo - Ljusarkitektur
Photograph: Lumenpulse
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K200 Projectors pole (p240)
Lyon Confluence, Parc de Saône
Contracting Authority: Grand Lyon
Société Publique Locale d'Aménagement Lyon Confluence
Architect: ADR Architecte
Landscape architect: Michel Desvignes
Photograph: Bruno Thomas, PL Technilum®
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K200 Projectors pole (p240)
Montréal, Place d'Armes
Maîtrise d'ouvrage:
Contracting
Authority:
VilleVille
de Montréal
de Montréal
Lighting designer:
Concepteur
lumière:Gilles
GillesArpin
Arpin- -Agence
AgenceEclairage
ÉclairagePublic
Public
Landscape architect:
Paysagiste:
IBI Group IBI
- Cardinal
Group - Hardy
Cardinal Hardy
Engineering:
Bureau
d'études:
EXP EXP
Photograph: Alexis
Photographies:
Alexis
Nollet
Nollet
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Treepode (p234)
Grenoble, Quai Perrière
Contracting Authority: Ville de Grenoble
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Urbanist: Cap Vert
Engineering: Arcadis
Photograph: Bruno Thomas, GB Technilum®
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K160 Structure (p240)
Bègles, Esplanade des Musiques
Contracting Authority: Ville de Bègles
Architect: Flint Architectes
Photograph: Vincent Monthiers
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Specimen (p274)
Paris, Port Victor
Contracting Authority: Port Autonome de Paris
Architect: Feichtinger Architectes
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat
Landscape architect: Agence HYL
Photograph: François Renault
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Shiraz, Shiraz K (p136 & 142)
Roissy, Aéroville
Contracting Authority: Unibail
Architect: PCA Architecte
Lighting designer: Ingelux
Engineering: Artelia
Photograph: François Renault
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ShirazK (p142)
Narbonne, Les Barques
Contracting Authority: Ville de Narbonne
Architect: Passelac & Roques Architectes
Associate architect: Atelier d'architecture Philippe Pous
Landscape architect:
Roser Ginjaume - Ginjaume Architecture du Paysage
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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SAN
Nanterre, Seine Arche, Les Terrasses de l’Arche
Contracting Authority: EPADESA
Lighting designer: Philippe Almon - Ph.A
Landscape architect: Treuttel Garcia Treuttel
Engineering: Y Ingeniérie
Photograph: Luc Bœgly
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Treille (p58)
Nice, Promenade du Paillon
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat
Landscape architect: Péna & Peña
Engineering: egis France
Photograph: Alexis Nollet, PL Technilum®
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Bègles, Place des Musiques
Maîtrise d'œuvre Ville de Bègles
Maîtrise d'ouvrage:
Architecte:
Concepteur lumière:
Paysagiste:
Photographie: Vincent Monthiers
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K200 Projectors Pole (p240)
Annonay, Place des Cordeliers
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Annonay
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Landscape architect: JNC Agence Sud
Photograph: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
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Treille (p58)
Menton, Jardin du Bastion
Contracting Authority: Ville de Menton
Photograph: François Deladerrière
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Shiraz, Shiraz's variations

(p136 & 146)

Anglet, Littoral Sud Chambre d'Amour
Contracting Authority: Ville d’Anglet
Lighting designer: Yon Anton Olano
Landscape architect: Debarre Duplantier Associés
Photograph: PL Technilum®
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Aiguille (p264)
Paris, Quai d'Austerlitz
Contracting Authority: Port Autonome de Paris
Lighting designer: Vincent Thiesson - Agence ON
Landscape architect: AXP Urbiscus
Engineering: BATT
Photograph: Alexis Nollet
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Marsanne (p192)
Montréal, Boulevard de Maisonneuve
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Photograph: Marc Dussault
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Techni Tram (p218)
Montpellier, Tramway lignes 1,2, 3 & 4
Contracting Authority: Agglomération de Montpellier, TAM
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Engineering: egis Rail
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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Partner in urban realm enhancement
Technilum® is tune in to customer needs to offer innovative products and collaborate efficiently on high profile
projects
Technilum® is expert of the entity product/markets centered on creation, innovation and design.
Technilum®'s designs contribute to the creation of urban or architectural heritage, highlighting sites. It is
a lasting offer, formed with high quality materials with aluminum, 100% and endlessly recyclable, at the
forefront.
Following a creative and inventive logic, the company produces "prêt-à-porter" and "haute couture" collections.
The multipurpose nature of its poles is part of Technilum® furniture’s lasting trend. Thus, signage, benches, bins,
camera supports... can be added to our lighting poles. Carefully listening to its specifiers, Technilum® innovates
through its exclusive and detail-oriented manufacturing process, guaranteeing a perfect finish.

Find out about all our current products on our website: www.technilum.com
The information, descriptions and technical characteristics contained in this catalog may be modified without prior notice in order to improve
our products.
Please contact us to discuss specific project plans.
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Foreword
For over 40 years, since 1971, Technilum® has designed and produced urban lighting furniture using state-of-theart technology of extruded aluminum and benefitted from an undisputable technical lead in the implementation
of this material.
Our ‘Weld-free’ technique, initiated during the construction of cylindro-conical poles, is perpetuating and characterize the company throughout the years.
Therefore our intellectual property policy is essential.
Most of our products are registered designs with INPI and are manufactured according to patented process. The
same goes with our design names, which are registered trademarks.
Apart from some luminaires manufactured by sister companies such as Abel, Eclatec, Sélux, iGuzzini, Philips, Sammode, Lec, Schréder, Sill, Targetti, Lumenpulse, Ragni, Lamp, AEC, Thorn, We-ef …, all the drawings, diagrams,
sketches, texts, photographs, models etc. outlined in this catalogue are the sole property of Technilum®
They may under no circumstances be reproduced on any medium, circulated or even partially used for other
purposes - whether commercial or non-commercial - without our prior written authorization, subject to legal proceedings.
The Know-How and Technologies section - p336 - gives further details to each model’s data sheet. In particular, you
will find features for our City Module® and Technalinox® poles, as well as their accessories and technical options.
By agreement, Technilum® uses the following terms :
- Streetlight when referring to the manufacturing of a whole ensemble, including luminaire(s).
- Light pole when referring only to the manufacturing of a mast or mast head.

This symbol characterizes products belonging to the City-Module® family (tubular poles). p338
This symbol characterizes products belonging to the Technalinox® family (cylindro-conical poles). p340
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Decorative lighting
Our decorative lightings showcase high quality details and resistance to vandalism. Sometimes resolutely contemporary this collection offers
a large variety of models favoring minimalist and refined design.

Treille
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Treille data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Menton, Jardin du Bastion
Contracting Authority: Ville de Menton
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Height 3 to 4 m
Total height up to 5 m

Nice, Promenade du Paillon
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat
Landscape architect Péna & Peña
Engineering: egis France

Lighting element
. Above the open-work area: optical unit with
bright anodized aluminum narrow reflector,
(30°) and lighting system tilted downwards
inside the profile
. Possible fitting 20, 35 and 70 W MH in class
1 or 2
. Led class 1
Pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure
. Trapezoid section structure 140 x 180 x 210 mm
. Cut out on 4 sides from 1m 20 to 30 cm
from the top
Access door
. Flush
. Opening 500 x 128 mm
. At 600 mm from the base

Photograph: François Deladerrière

4m
13'

3.5 m
11.5'

Baseplate
. Die Cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel
bolts
Possible variations
. Opening(s) in the upper part to add extra
floodlights
. Other heights and cut outs upon request
. Bollard: height 1m40 – Led 10W

1.2 m
4'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Conception: Atelier du Son et Lumière
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Grenoble, Square des Fusillés
Contracting Authority: SEM Innovia Grenoble
Lighting designer: Laurent Fachard - Les Eclairagistes Associés
Engineering: Ingerop
Photograph: Bruno Thomas

Montréal, Belvédère du Chemin-Qui-Marche
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Landscape architect: IBI Group - Cardinal Hardy
Photograph: Alexis Nollet
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Creille

that grows

Creillethat grows data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Istres, Cité Administrative
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Istres
Architect: Atrium Architectes
Landscape architect: Terre En Vue

Height 3 m 50 to 4 m

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Lighting element
. Above the open-work area : optical unit and
lighting system tilted downwards inside the
profile
. Possible fitting 20, 35 and 70 W MH in class
1 or 2
. Led class 1
Pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile
. Functional internal structure
. Concave square section 182 x 182 mm
. Cut out on 4 sides from 1m20 to 30 cm from
the top.
. Cut out height from 3 m 50 to 4 m

Villeneuve lès Maguelone, Place Porte Saint Laurent
Contracting Authority: Ville de Villeneuve les Maguelone
Photograph: PL Technilum®

4m
13'

3.5 m
11.5'

Access door
. Pivoting through a side hinge integrated to
the pole
. Made from a dedicated aluminum profile
. Enables access to the plant and the electrical
connecting box
Ground connecting foundation / Plant support
. Made from fibre concrete, bowl shaped
. Fitted to receive the pole
. Dimensions : 760 x 760 x 580 mm
. Closed by a grid made of cut-out aluminum
25 mm thick
Possible variations
. Opening(s) in the upper body to add extra
floodlights
. Pole fixation on a standard foundation
. Other heights and open work upon request
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Création: Maxime Saisse - Espace Libre
Issu du concept du Treille, développé en collaboration avec l'Atelier du Son et Lumière
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Lamp
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Fleury d'Aude, Place Languedocienne
Contracting Authority: Ville de Fleury d'Aude
Architect: Eric Raffy
Engineering: René Gaxieu

Light height 3 m 50 to 6 m

Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

Pole head
. Open-work cone made from cut out and
formed sheet aluminum
. Ø base 750 mm
. Ø head 415 mm
. Height 1m
Lighting element Contraste version
. Framework made of a base section in die-cast
aluminum and 3 vertical posts in aluminum logs
Ø 25 mm
. "Contraste" refractor: piling of Altuglass slats
protected by anti-UV sanded glass
. External covering in extruded Altuglass, Ø 200
mm, 5 mm thick
. Apex access disc in aluminum with an internal
reflector in polished stainless steel
Power tools
. Classe 1 or 2 (upon request)
. HPS 70 W / 100 W ; MH 70 W / 100 W
. Power supply bolted onto a stainless steel
removable plate
. Other possible sources

4m
13'

Pole
. K Structure Ø140 mm
. Exclusive aluminum profile, with internal
structure and external rails to fix functional
elements
Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Almost invisible
. Strictly interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
. Pole opening with compensating side reinforcements
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel
bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

Raffy Design
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Ceramic
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Ceramic data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Arm mounted

Lateral mounting with
swivelling ball joint

Direct lateral mounting

Post top

Ceramic Nano
Light Height 3 m 50 to 4 m 50
Jules

Juliette

Luminaire
. Jules or Juliette
. Dimensions Ø270 mm
. External structure in self-cleaning technical glazed ceramic , through coloured with
immutable finish
. Internal structure made of die-cast aluminum
. Lighting through 30 Leds with extensive
optical prisms
. Suspended on 400 mm arm
. Integrated electronic equipment
Pole
. Round pole Ø100
. Made of tubular extruded aluminum profile
. Top component made of ceramic
Access door
. Interchangeable access door
. Opening 500 x 63 mm at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of Die-Cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on the 4
anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with
galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Side light fixings
. Simple, double or triple lights
. Suspended model, with supporting component made of die-cast aluminum fixed on top
of the pole
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
. Glazed Ceramic (Black or white)
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Ceramic Nano
Jules

Ceramic Nano
Juliette

Jules and juliette ceramic structures work like lamp
shades, covering the led luminaires and therefore
are easily interchangeable

Ceramic Nano
Jules
Ceramic Nano
Juliette

Ceramic Médium
Height 6m

7m
23'

6m

19.7'

4 m 50
14.8'

4m

13'

3 m 50
11.5'

Création: Aurel design_urbain

Ceramic Maxi
Height 7m / 8m
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Modelization - © Adam Jones
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Imawa
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Évron, Place de l'ancienne mairie
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Evron
Architect: Julien Schnell - Urbanica
Engineering: 2LM

Common height (column) 3 m 50
Common height (bollard) 1 m

Photograph: Julien Schnell

Imawa column
Lighting element
Column version
. External structure made of extruded shockabsorbent satin Altuglas
. Leds Luminaire with extra-flat heat skin integrated to the plug
Lamp post version
. Specific leds luminaire made of die cast aluminum mounted on the mast

3 m 80
12.5'

Pole
. Specific aluminum profile L-shaped 128 x 141 mm
. Hollowed-out upwards to allow insertion of
the lighting element
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 300 x 300 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on the 4
anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with
galvanized steel bolts
Imawa bollard
Common height 1m
Lighting element
. External structure made of extruded Altuglass, dimensions 100 x 100 mm
shock-absorbent satin (diffusing white)
. Luminaire with extra-flat heat skin integrated to the plug
. Leds lighting 10 W
Pole
. Aluminum profile section 128 x 141 mm
Fixation
. Thick aluminum plate
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on the 4
anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with
galvanized steel bolts

1m
3.3'

Power equipment
. Fluo-compact 23 W or 27 W
. Leds 10 w
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Création: Julien Schnell - URBANICA
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Nielluccio
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 4 to 6 m
Pole head
. Simple, double
. Removable
. Arm made from an aluminum profile 60 x 40 mm
. Arm length 900 mm
. Made of die - cast aluminum component
. Pivoting 180°
Lighting element(s)
. Pivoting 90°
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions Ø 270
. Height 530 mm
. Closes through tamper-proof screw
. Led lighting
. Integrated Led driver
. Optical prism
. Narrow beam
. Cable entry
Pole Structure C+ Ø 140 mm
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure and external grooves
. Interchangeable access door made from a
specific aluminum profile
. Opening 500 x 90 mm, at 600 mm from the
base
(Other heights upon request)

Modelization²

Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

4m
13'
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Roussanne's Variation
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 5 to 12m
Pole head
. Simple, double, quadruple
. Removable
. Central pole extension piece made of bright
polished stainless steel
. One-piece Roussanne arm in extruded
aluminum profile, section 69 x 80,5 mm
cut out in transversal sections Ø 140
mm, Height 76 mm made of 1/2 rings
. Inclination(s) 0°
. Termination for 1/2 suspended luminaire
. Arm length : 0 m 50, 1 m, 1 m 50 from
pole axis to ball-and socket joint axis.
. Other lengths upon request
. Stainless steel tie-bars with turnbuckles
. Fixing possibility on rigging topple mounted
into arm and decorative exterior ring

Bordeaux, Quais de la Garonne
Contracting Authority: Ville de Bordeaux
Architect: Pierre Gangnet
Lighting designer: Laurent Fachard - Les Éclairagistes Associés
Landscape architect: Michel Corajoud / Atelier R
Photograph: Vincent Monthiers

Possible variations
. Wall mounted luminaire, with triangular
wall-piece and 3 anchoring oblongs , triangular dimensions fitting Ø 300 mm and arm
fixed by 1/2 ring, arm length(s): 0 m 50 from
the wall-piece to the axis
. Other sizes upon requests (lengths up to 2 m)
. Various accesories & technical options can
be adapted (base plate cover, hub caps...)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

4.5 m
14.8'
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Structure
gamay
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Structure data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Marseille, Collège Gyptis
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général des Bouches du Rhône
Architect: Averous & Simay Architecture
Engineering: ITE Partenaires

Height 3 to 6m

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Pole head
. Luminaire top with die-cast aluminum reduction nozzle on Ø 90 mm / 60 mm or machinated
Ø 76 mm
. Simple, double or triple head
. Removable
. Arm made from a specific aluminum profile120
x 40 mm or Ø 60 mm fixed on aluminum profile
decorative ring

X112 / C+140

Étoile C

K120 / K140

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Bayonne, ZAC Aritxague
Contracting Authority: ACBA
Architect: Leibar & Seigneurin
Landscape architect Agence Arpage
Photograph: Christian Désile

Menton, Quai Bonaparte
Contracting Authority: Ville de Menton

Profiles
. X Structure + Ø 90 mm with Étoile bollard
. C Structure + Ø 140 mm
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. C Structure + Ø 140 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. K Structure Ø 140 mm, Ø 120 mm
Possible variations
. Wall mounted luminaire with wall-piece (1/2
rectangular profile 120 x 40 mm or round
profile Ø 120 mm) and arm made of tubular
or rectangular profile, variable lengths.
. "Art Déco" style pole head with double
archedcross for supported luminaire
. Various accessories & technical options can
be adapted (base plate cover, bollard, etc.)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Cannes, Complexe sportif de Montfleury
Contracting Authority: Ville de Cannes

Photograph: François Deladerrière

4m
13'
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Zanello
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Courchevel
Contracting Authority: Ville de Courchevel
Photograph: GB Technilum®

Height 3 m 50 to 4 m 50
Structure Z Pole Ø 100 mm
. Made of exclusive aluminum profile, with
internal structure and external undulations
. Internal inscribed diameter Ø 76 mm
Access door
. Interchangeable, made from a specific
aluminum profile
. Opening 400 x 60 mm at 1 m from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Die-cast aluminum base plate cover in two
half shells (height 900 mm)
Die-cast aluminum arm
. Length(s) 480 mm
. Surface mounted onto the pole
Luminaires
. Various choices and possible adaptations
. Variable strengths depending on the
chosen luminaire
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish)

4m
13'
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Luminance / Mistral
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

La Seyne sur Mer, Anciens Chantiers Navals
Contracting Authority: Ville de la Seyne sur Mer
Architect: Groupe 6
Landscape architect: BDP Landscape
Engineering: egis France

Height 4m05 (Luminance)
Height 3m75 to 4m75 (Mistral)

Photograph: François Deladerrière

La Rochelle, Quartier des Minimes
Contracting Authority: Ville de La Rochelle

Lighting element version Contraste
. Frame made of a die-cast base section and
3 vertical circular aluminum post Ø 25 mm
. "Contraste" refractor : piling of Altuglas
slats protected by anti-UV sanded glass
. External covering in extruded Altuglas :
Ø 200 mm, 5 mm thick
. Aluminum access disk on top with a
polished stainless steel internal reflector

Photograph: Jean-Marie Monthiers

Hat (Luminance)
. Aluminum flat hat, 8 mm thick Ø 630 mm
. Flow-formed aluminum round hat Ø 700 mm
. Hat up to Ø900 mm
Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. HPS 70 W / 100 W ; MH 70 W / 100 W
. Power supply mounted on a removable stainless
steel plate
. Other possible sources
Poles & candélabres
. X+ Structure Ø 90 mm
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. K Structure Ø 120 mm et 140mm
. C Étoile Ø 140 mm
Possible variations
. Wall-mountings
. Opalized Altuglas extruded cylinder
. Version with high hat: zenith positioning
. Various elements from accessories & technical options can be adapted (base plate cover,
bollard, etc.)

4m
13'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Zibbibo
gamay
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Total height 2 m 65 à 8 m 20
Strasbourg, Médiathèque André Malraux
Contracting Authority: Ville de Strasbourg
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et associés

Lighting element
. Sammode Luminaire
. Polycarbonate structure Ø 133 mm
. Thickness : 2,5 mm, satin quality
. Anti-UV treatment directly from the block
. Stainless steel 316L end flanges
. Luminaire can be fixated through 4 clamping shells with EPDM cushions
. Electrical class I
. Fluorescent light 28 W or 35 W
. DALI Option
. Possibility of Led variable

Photograph: François Nussbaumer

K structure Pole K Ø 200
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure and 4 external functional rails
. Pole height from 1 m 15 to 5 m
Access door
. Interchangeable, made from a specific profile
. Opening 100 x 500 mm at 600 mm from
the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Height 120 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Additional Light dimmer

6.50 m
21.3'

4.50 m
14.8'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

2.65 m
8.7'

Conception: M&S Design
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K200 column
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Lille, Place Nouveau Siècle
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lille

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Height 3 m 50 to 5 m
Lighting element
. "Lighting conduction" Optic: 6 transparent reflectorized slats protected by anti-UV
sanded glass
. Extruded Altuglas external covering Ø 200
mm – 5 mm thick with external posts Ø 25
mm length 1m 100
. Fitting 70 to 100W MH or HPS
K 200 Structure Pole
. External Ø : 200 mm
. Exclusive aluminum profile, with internal
structure and external rails to fix functional elements (floodlight shackles, bins,
traffic signs…)
. Constant tubular section
Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Almost invisible
. Strictly interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 100 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
. Pole opening with lateral compensating
reinforcements
Baseplate
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Wall mounted
- Lighting element length 1 m 40
- Mounted on bi-tubes arm Ø60 mm
- Length 500 mm
- Wall-piece made of 1/2 profile Ø100 mm
length 500 mm

4m
13'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Urbapole

94
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Urbapole data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Tignes, Station
Contracting Authority: Régie électrique de Tignes

Common height 1 m & 3 m 50
Possible heights 3 m to 5 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Evry, Parking CPAM
Contracting Authority: Communauté d'Agglomération d'Evry
Landscape architect: Agence Paule Green

Lighting element
. "Crystal" Optic : 6 reflectorized transparent
slats thermally-protected (sanded glass)
. Translucent Opal Optic (optional)
. Extruded Altuglas external covering: Ø 200 mm,
5 mm thick
. Fitting Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
HPS 70 W / 100 W -MH 70 W / 100 W
45 W / 60 W Cosmo
. Other possible sources upon consultation
Urbapole frame
. Made from exclusive profiles made in high
durable aluminum alloy
. Central triangular concave core, 250 mm on side
with internal functional structure, Ø interior inscribed : 110 mm
. 3 decorative profiles mounted on the core ridges

Photograph: Luc Boegly

3.5 m

11.5'

Access door
. Interchangeable
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 600 x 100 mm, at 780 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
. Profile opening with side compensating reinforcements
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Column assembly system allows a rotating 360° setting
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs to
avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
Type S
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Galvanized steel anchoring bolts 14 x 200 mm
Type R
. Aluminum circular baseplate
. Triangular fixing distance on Ø 200 mm
. 3 galvanized steel anchoring bolts 14 x 200 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating, RAL colors or special
finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
96

1m
3.3'

97

Béziers, Domaine de Bayssan
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général de l'Hérault
Architect: Agence MDR
Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon
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Crownlight / Pharo

100

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Anglet, Giratoire de la Capitainerie
Contracting Authority: ACBA
Architect: Agence Arpage
Photograph: Christian Désile

Height 0m77 (CL 60)
Other heights 0m57 (CL 40) & 0m97 (CL 80)
Possible heights 0m40 à 2m17
Lighting head
. Die-cast aluminum flange louver protecting
the glass-work
. Fresnel Optic made of thick injected transparent polycarbonate (Lexan®), UV-stabilized,
excellent shock-resistant
Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. Fluo Compact 23 W / 27 W
. HPS 50 W
. MH 35 W
. Led bulb E27
. Power supply mounted on a removable
stainless steel plate
. Other sources possible
Pole
. Extruded aluminum profile Ø 160 x 5 mm
. Common height 0m77 (CL 60)
. Connecting ring in aluminum
Fixings
Type S
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Dimensions 250 x 250 mm
. Fixing distance200 x 200 mm
Type A
. Direct anchoring of the bollard into the ground
. 3 retaining elements mounted on the Ø
Possible variations
. Occulter for semi-circular lighting
. "Pharo" Bollard head with hemispherical
cap machinated from the block
. Opalized Fresnel optic
. Tamper-proof screws
. Electric plug
. Access door

0 m 77
2.5'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

101

Farol

102

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Nice, Port
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Height 0 m 82 (CL 60)
Other heights 0 m 62 (CL 40) & 1 m 02 (CL 80)
Possible heights 0 m 42 to 2 m 22

Martigues, Conservatoire de Musique
et Danse Pablo Picasso
Contracting Authority: Ville de Martigues
Architect: Basalt
Engineering: Grontmij

Lighting head
. Die-cast aluminum flange louver protecting
the glasswork
. Transparent fresnel Optic injected acrylic,
UV-stabilized

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. Fluo Compact 23 W / 27 W
. MH 35 W
. Led bulb E27
. Power supply mounted on a removable
stainless steel plate
. Other sources possible
Main structure
. Made from an extruded aluminum profile
. Ø 160 mm, 5 mm thick
. Standard height: 0 m 60 (CL 60)
. Louver base made of die-cast aluminum
Fixings
Type S
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Dimensions 250 x 250 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
Type A
. Direct anchoring of the bollard into the ground
. 3 retaining elements mounted onto the Ø
Possible variations
. Occulter for semi-circular lighting
. Opalized Fresnel optic
. Electric plug
. Access door
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

0 m 77
2.5'

103

Megalithe

104

Issy les Moulineaux, Fort Numérique
Contracting Authority: Bouygues Immobilier, SNI
Engineering: Urbacité

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Photograph: François Renault

Height 0 m 83
Possible heights 0 m 46 à 2 m 23
Lighting head
. Die-cast aluminum cap, used as a heat skin
. 29 cm cut-work measuring enabling light
. "Contraste" Optic:
. Made of a piling of frosted Altuglas and
aluminium plates
Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. Fluo Compact 23 W / 27 W
. HPS 50 W
. MH 35 W
. Power supply:
Mounted on a removable stainless steel plate
. Other sources possible
. Led version 10 w
Main structure
. Étoile C Ø 160 mm
Fixings
Type S
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Dimensions 250 x 250 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
Type A
. Direct anchoring of the bollard into the ground
. 3 retaining elements fitted onto the Ø
Possible variations
. As anti parking bollard
. Road sign billboard, equipped with reflective strips
. Access door
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

1m
3.3'

0 m 83
2.7'

105

Doppio

106

La Seyne sur Mer, Anciens Chantiers Navals
Contracting Authority: Ville de la Seyne sur Mer
Architect: Groupe 6
Landscape architect: BDP Landscape
Engineering: egis France

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 1 m (CL 100)
Other heights 1m20 (CL 120), 1m60 (CL 160)
Possible heights 0m80 to 3m
(with or without additional source, according
to height)

Photograph: Bruno Thomas

Lighting head
. Die-cast aluminum flange louver protecting
the glass-work
. Tempered glass mounted in a flange with
removable glazing bead – possibility to add a
color filter
. Intensive mirror pivoting 0 to 30° following
the vertical axis
Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. MH 35 W / 70 W
. Power supply mounted on a removable
stainless steel plate
. Other sources possible
Light markings
. "Contraste" Optic made of a piling of
clear or frosted Altuglas slats and aluminum ones
. Internal semi-circular reflector
. Fitting class 1 or 2 (upon request)
fluo compact E27 23 W / 27 W
Main structure
. Extruded aluminum profile
. Ø 180 mm, 5 mm thick
. Common height 1 m (CL 100)
. Beveled cut at 30°
Fixation
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
Possible variations
. Version without pedestrian lighting
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

1m
3.3'
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Caro / Tulipe Noire

108

Tulipe Noire

La Réunion, Place du débarcadère (Caro)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saint Paul
Architect: AUC
Lighting designer: Agence Patrick Rimoux

Main structure
. Steel tubular lock made with 2 removable
parts in order to facilitate floodlight access
. UV-stabilized polycarbonate Bowl

Photograph: Patrick Rimoux

Fixation
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm

Gonesse, ZAC du Parc des Tulipes Sud
(Tulipe Noire)
Contracting Authority: AFTRP
Architect: Agence Luc Weizmann
Lighting designer: François Magos

Floodlights
. Simple or double lighting
. Sill type 030 with elliptic and symmetrical light
beam mounted on a fixing bracket enabling
vertical and lateral orientation

Photograph: Jean-Marie Monthiers

Power equipment
IM 35 W / 70 W
Caro
Main structure
. Die-cast aluminum, with 2 shells assembled
. Dimensions Ø640 mm - Height 715 mm
. UV-stabilized polycarbonate Bowl
Fixation
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Drilling Ø20 for bolt opening
Floodlight
. Thorn Orus MFX Road or Street
Power equipment
IM 35 W / 70 W
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

0 m 715

Tulipe Noire

Caro

2.3'

0 m 645
1.9'
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So'O
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Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 0 m 630
Lighting element
. ½ spheres, 150 mm radius made of
translucent anti-UV treated polycarbonate
Main structure
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Composed of 2 half-shells
. Dimensions 350 x 308 x 630 mm
. Half-shells can be removed for maintenance
. Access: secure stainless steel screws
. Internal functional mouldings
. Additional panel for signage
Sealing
. Included in the fixeel half-shell
. Inferior disc Ø300 swivel to be set during
installation
. Thickness at the anchoring piercing: 20 mm
. 2 stainless steel anchoring bolts M10 type
. Oblong opening for duct 33 x 54
Power equipment
. Power supply can be removed
. Incorporated heat skin
. LED 18w
. Electrical class 1

So'O is dedicated to signalization. Its
aim is to guide users along the way
(distance to travel, direction to take…)
The luminous sphere works as a guideline, highlighting added signage

Modelization
Image from ©Egaowakaii

Possible variations
. Wall mounted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

0 m 63
1.9'

111

Atalaye

112

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Biarritz, Médiathèque
Contracting Authority: Ville de Biarritz
Architect: HPL architectes & associés

Height 0 m 40

Photograph: Philippe Ruault

Lighting element
. Bowl in remouvable Altuglas Choc Ei25
with heat skin in tempered glass

Biarritz, Rocher de la Vierge
Contracting Authority: Ville de Biarritz
Lighting designer: Pierre Bideau
Photograph: Christian Désile

Main structure
. Die-cast aluminum one-piece housing
. Dimensions 170 x 180 x 400 mm
. Door made of aluminum sheet, mounted
on hinges
. Access: secure and tamper-proof stainless
steel screws
. Internal functional mouldings
Sealing
. Included in the die-cast main structure
. Base 170 x 180 mm, Fixing distance 120 mm
. Thickness at the anchoring piercing: 12 mm
. 2 stainless steel anchoring bolts M 10
. Ø opening for cable section 95 mm
Power equipment
. Class 1 or 2 (upon request)
. Fluo Compacte 23 W / 27 W
. Light: PAR 35 W
. MH 35 W with beam at 30°
. Power supply mounted on a removable plate
. Other sources possible upon request
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

15.7"

6.7"
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Poopoopidoo

114

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Modelization

Light height 3 m 50 to 4 m 50
Lighting element
. Die-cast aluminum branch with 10 light
supports
. Lower counter-sheet made of cut-out
aluminum sheet and removable to access
power tools
. 10 rotating lights enabling a 5 ° tilt of the
lens
. LED lighting
. Total power 40 W
Pole
. Pole Ø140 mm
. Made of exclusive profile, with internal
structure and external decorative wave
Head
. Simple or double
. Swiveling
. Arm made from arched aluminum profile
. Section 70 x 30 mm
. Connected to the pole through a die-cast
aluminum liaising component
. Termination to receive the luminaire
. Brackets with personalized end components
(signage…)
Door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Height 135 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel
bolts

4 m 50
14.8'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
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Spoon PM

116

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 4 to 6 m
Streetlight Spoon PM

Modelization

Pole head Spoon [simple / double]
. Die-cast aluminum and extruded aluminum
components
. Bracket made from a specific rectangular
arched aluminum profile
. Length 1 m
Luminaire Spoon PM
. Perfectly aligned with the bracket
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Fitting MH 70 W / 100 W
. Access to the light and power equipments
through a removable plate
Pole
. Made from a specific square aluminum profile 120 x 110 mm with an internal structure
and external rails, receiving a removable and
interchangeable personalized panels
Pole personalization
. Made of composite Parklex panels (various
colors to chose from), sliding into the rails
and fixed by integrated bracing
. Other personalization upon request
Access door
. Interchangeable
. Opening 400 x 60 mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate (with insulating rings)
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm

6m
19.7'

Spoon bollard
. Main structure made of Spoon PM profile
Closing head
. Made of die-cast aluminum, in complete
harmony with the profile

4m
13'

Baseplate
. Fixing slab made of aluminum
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
Fitting
. E27 for compact fluorescent light 23 W / 27 W
. Power supply mounted onto a removable plate
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

0 m 80
2.62'
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Mikado Nano
gamay
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Mikado Nano data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Castelnau le Lez, Les Nymphéas
Contracting Authority: Groupe GGL
Architect: A+ Architecture
Engineering: Epsilon GE

Height 3 m 50 to 4 m 50

Photograph: Julien Thomazo

Pole head
. Monobloc in perfect harmony with the pole
and manufactured in the same section
. Outreach 1 m
. Inclination upon request
Lighting element
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Fitted in the arm
. Hinge integrated with the stainless steel axis
. Screen-printed
. Integrated thermic heat skin
. Integrated Led driver
. Lighting with 18 or 36 Led on aluminum PcB
. Optical prism refracting light asymmetricaly
Mikado Nano pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal trapezeshaped structure 134 x 114 x 86 mm
. Interchangeable flush access door
. Opening 500 x 90 mm at 600 mm from the base

Magnanville, Centre de loisirs
Contracting Authority: Ville de Magnanville
Architect: Agence Terreneuve
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

4.50 m
14.7'

4m
13'

3.50 m
11.5'

Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 280 x 280 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Other version with the fluo 49 W Sammode tube
. Luminaire closing with a tamper-proof screw
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Conception: Atelier King Kong Patxi Mangado et Yon Anton Olano
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Valbonne, Pré des Arts
Contracting Authority: Ville de Valbonne
Architect: Actom Architecture
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et associés
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Courbevoie, Skatepark (Mikado PM & Nano)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Courbevoie
Landscape architect: Atelier Silva Landscaping
Photograph: Sylvère Lévy

123

Functional lighting
These light poles blend into cities entrances, avenues and urban boulevard environment. They are designed to be accessorized with
floodlights, floating signage, benches, bins…Functional and decorative, they create consistent and harmonious atmospheres, by day and
night. They are a strong record of urban identity.

Mikado GM
gamay

126

127

Mikado GM data sheet

Aluminum made

Aubervilliers, Place du Front Populaire
Contracting Authority: Plaine commune
Architect: Agence Hervé de Chastenet
Urban planner: Agence Dusapin Leclerc
Engineering: Berim

Height 9 to 14 m
Pole head
. Simple
. Removable
. One piece, made in the same section of the
pole, offering perfect harmony
. Inclination from 0° to 45° - length up 2 m 50
(changeable)
. Profile end plug made of aluminum alloy, cut
out with water jet
Lighting element
. Luminaire incorporated in the arm
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Hinge integrated to stainless steel axis
. Extra clear flat glass
. Equipment integrated to the luminaire
Discharge lampe type
. Bright anodized aluminum reflector
. Possibility to adjust the light’s position
LED Version type
. Heat skin integrated to the die-cast
. Circuit up to 72 Leds
. Optical prism on each led
. Class 1
. Cable entry through cable gland

Photograph: François Renault

La Garenne Colombes, Collège les Champs - Philippe
Contracting Authority: SEM92
Architect: Agence Lehoux-Phily
Landscape architect: Atelier Villes et Paysages
Photograph: Philppe Ruault

14 m
46'

9 m
29.5'

Mikado GM pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure, of trapezoid section 200 x 258 x 302 mm
Access door
. Flush, interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 245 mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
128

Conception: Atelier King Kong Patxi Mangado et Yon Anton Olano
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Mikado PM
gamay
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Mikado PM data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Hendaye, Esplanade Bidassoa
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Hendaye
Architect: Leibar et Seigneurin
Lighting designer: René Stinville - ETI

Height 4 to 9 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Pole head
. Simple
. One piece, made in the same profile as the pole,
offering perfect harmony
. Inclination from 0° to 45° - length 1 m (changeable)
Lighting element
. Luminaire incorporated in the arm
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Hinge integrated to stainless steel axis
. Extra clear flat glass
. Equipment integrated to the luminaire
Discharge lampe type
. Bright anodized aluminum reflector
. Possibility to adjust the light’s position
LED Version type
. Heat skin integrated to the die-cast
. Circuit up to 72 Leds
. Optical prism on each led
. Class 1
. Cable entry through cable gland

Tarbes, Quartier de l'Arsenal (ancien GIAT)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Tarbes
Photograph: Pierre Pichon

8m

26.2'

Mikado PM pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal structure, trapezoid section 140 x 180 x 210 mm
Access door
. Flush, interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 128 mm to 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Fixed on die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts

4m
13'

Possible variations
. Back markings
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
Conception: Atelier King Kong Patxi Mangado et Yon Anton Olano
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Chatenay-Malabry, Centre urbain
Contracting Authority: Ville de Chatenay-Malabry
Lighting designer: René Stinville - ETI
Urban planner: Dessein de Ville
Photograph: François Renault

Montréal, Belvédère du Chemin-Qui-Marche
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Landscape architect: IBI Group - Cardinal Hardy
Photograph: Alexis Nollet
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Shiraz

136
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Shiraz data sheet
Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 4 to 8 m
Pole head
. Bracket made in the same profile as the pole
offering perfect harmony
. Variable lengths upon request
. Variable arm inclination(s) upon request
. Open work underneath the arm to fit a specific luminaire
Lighting element
. Luminaire incorporated in the arm
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Hinge integrated to stainless steel axis
. Extra clear flat glass
. Equipment integrated to the luminaire
Discharge lampe type
. Bright anodized aluminum reflector
. Possibility to adjust the light’s position
LED Version type
. Heat skin integrated to the die-cast
. Circuit up to 72 Leds
. Optical prism on each led
. Class 1
. Cable entry through cable gland

Shiraz

Shiraz pole
. Fixed on specific aluminum profile of rectangular
section 200 x 120 mm
. With functional internal structure
Access door
. Flush and interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Double pole head, inclination 0°
. Wall-mounted lighting, fixed with a thick plate
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Frontignan, Requalification de la RN2112 en boulevard urbain
Contracting Authority: Ville de Frontignan Lapeyrade
Architect: Nicolas Lebunetel et Agence Rob Krier
Lighting designer: Yves Bral
Photograph: Julien Thomazo

Saint Georges de Didonne, Littoral
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général de la Charente Maritime,
Ville de St Georges de Didonne
Architect: Format 6
Lighting designer: Olivier Charrier - Atelier Emergence
Landscape architect: Phytolab
Engineering: SCE
Photograph: Vincent Monthiers

8m

26.2'

6m
19.7'

4m
13'
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140

Drap, Lycée Régional René Goscinny
Contracting Authority: Région Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
Architect: José Morales et Rémy Marciano
Engineering: BETEM

Saint Rémy de Provence, Alpilium
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saint Rémy de Provence
Architect: BauA
Engineering: SP2I

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Photograph: PL - Technilum®
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ShirazK
gamay

142

143

ShirazK data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Narbonne, Les Barques
Contracting Authority: Ville de Narbonne
Architect: Passelac & Roques Architectes
Associate architect: Atelier d'architecture Philippe Pous
Landscape architect: Roser Ginjaume - Ginjaume Architecture du Paysage

Height 4 m 50 to 8 m

Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Pole head
. Bracket made in the same profile as the pole,
offering perfect harmony
. Length variable upon request
. Variable arm inclination(s) upon request
Lighting element
. Luminaire incorporated in the arm
. Die-cast aluminum main structure
. Hinge integrated to stainless steel axis
. Extra clear flat glass
. Equipment integrated to the luminaire
Discharge lampe type
. Bright anodized aluminum reflector
. Possibility to adjust the light’s position
LED Version type
. Heat skin integrated to the die-cast
. Circuit up to 72 Leds
. Optical prism on each led
. Class 1
. Cable entry through cable gland

Shiraz k

Shiraz pole
. Specific aluminum profile
. Rectangular section, 200 x 120 mm with
internal structure and functionnal rails
Access door
. Flush and interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 86mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

144

Strasbourg, Campus Universitaire - Plan Campus
Contracting Authority: Université de Strasbourg
Architect: Agence Granadam
Lighting designer: Studio Vicarini
Engineering: Francis Schwartz - SFI
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

8m

26.2'

6m

19.7'

4m
13'

Shiraz's variations
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Shiraz's variations data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Bron, THNS
Contracting Authority: SYTRAL
Landscape architect: Ilex
Engineering: Arcadis / Systra

Height 3 m 50 to 7 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Brackets
. Wall mounted (2)
Square or round section arm, wall-mounted,
fixed onto the pole
Various termination for luminaire's fixations
. On top (3) Vermentino type
Arm made from a specific aluminum profile,
with liasing die-cast aluminum components
fixed at the top of the pole
. Variable lengths

Shiraz K

Shiraz

Anglet, Littoral sud
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Anglet
Lighting designer: Yon Anton Olano
Landscape architect: Debarre Duplantier Associés
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Pole
. Made on specific aluminum profile Shiraz or
ShirazK, with a rectangular section 200 x 120
mm, and an internal functional structure and
internal incircle
Access door
. Flush and interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm , 600 mm from the base

7m
23'

Baseplate
. Made on die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Light column height 3 m (1)
. Equipped with an embedded luminaire
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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3m
9.8'

1

2

3

149

Lift
gamay

150

151

Lift data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Marseille, Station de métro Fourragère
Contracting Authority: Communauté Urbaine Marseille Provence
Métropole
Architect: Vezzoni & Associés

Height 5 to 12 m

Photograph: Patrice Terraz

Douai, ZAC du Raquet
Contracting Authority: Communauté d'Agglomération du
Douaisis
Architect: Agence SEURA
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat

Lift device - arm Ø 50 mm adjustable(s)
. At the top, with the use of a die-cast aluminum pressure-stop system mounted on
the pole and with a technical polyurethane pad
. Inclined with a system of ball and socket joint
connecting the bracket with the pole and ballasting on the other side of the luminaire
K140

Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Pole
. Pole " K140 Structure" Ø 140 mm
. Exclusive aluminum profile
. With internal structure and 4 external function rails
Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile, interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm at 600 mm from the
base (Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made on die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Indirect lighting with a reverse device and a
reflector plate: the brackets are independent
and allow an optimal position of the floodlight and the reflector
. Simple "Technifonction" type
. Various accesories & technical options (signage, cameras, ...) can be adapted
. Extra door to include equipment if necessary

26'

13'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
Création: Yves Adrien

152

153

Gamay
gamay

154

155

Gamay data sheet

Carqueiranne, Port
Contracting Authority: Ville de Carqueiranne
Engineering: Artelia

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

Height 5 to 7 m

Lansargues, Centre ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lansargues
Project management: Laurent Dufoix
Engineering: SERI

Pole head
. Removable pole extension piece
. Cylinder arch section Ø 90 or Ø 100
. Compression connecting rod Ø 40

C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140

Bermude

Psyché

Luminaires
. Main structure in die-cast aluminum
. Conical shaped
. Dimensions Ø 275 height 530 mm
. Screw lock (tamper proof upon request)
. Integrated Led driver
. Cable entry through cable gland
. Extra clear flat glass
. Lighting with 30 Led
. Optical prism
. Wide beam
Pole profiles
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. C Étoile Ø 160 mm
. K140 Structure Ø 140 mm
. Bermude, Psyché
Possible variations
. Color filters can be added to the luminaires
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

156

Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

7m
23'

5m
16'

157

City Twin
gamay

158

159

City Twin data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Montpellier, ZAC Alco RD65 (City Twin Ugni)
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général de l'Hérault
Architect: Agence Traverses

Height 5 to 12 m

Photograph: Julien Thomazo

Pole head
. Simple, double
. Removable
. Pole extension piece Ø 100 mm with straight
or arched double arms Ø 60 mm assembled
by Té or H die-cast aluminum bends and
mounted on die-cast aluminum ring Ø 150 or
170 mm
. Stainless steel tie-bar(s) or tubular stay Ø 17 mm

C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

Pole
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. C Étoile Ø 160 mm
. K140 Structure Ø 140 mm
. K160 Structure Ø 160 mm
. K200 Structure Ø 200 mm
. Bermude, Octave, Psyché

Fréjus, Bld d'Alger, Bld de la Libération (City Twin Rolle)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Fréjus
Landscape architect: Agence Vincent Guillermin
Photograph: François Deladerrière / David Huguenin

8m
26'

4m
13'

City Twin Cinsault

8m

26'
Bermude

Octave

Psyché

Possible variations
. Technifonction type with luminaire in the
middle
. Wall mounting luminaire with wall-piece in 1/2
rectangular profile 120 x 40 mm, arched
double arms, assembled by Té and bends,
radius and length variables
. Floodlights adaptation between the double
arms
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted

4m

13'

City Twin Ugni

8m

26'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

4m

13'

City Twin Rolle

160

161

162

Cannes, Rue Jean de Riouffe (City Twin Ugni)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Cannes
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Le Cannet, Boulevard Carnot (City Twin Cinsault)
Contracting Authority: Ville du Cannet
Landscape architect: Horizon Paysages

Fréjus, Gare routière venue XV Corps (City Twin
Cinsault)
Contracting Authority: Ville de Fréjus
Project management: Agence Vincent Guillermin
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Photograph: François Deladerrière

163

Chasselas
gamay

164

165

Chasselas data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Saguenay, Village Portuaire
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saguenay
Landscape architect: Option Aménagement
Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Height 4 to 12 m

Menton, Port public
Contracting Authority: Ville de Menton

Pole head
. Simple, double
. Removable
. Extension piece Ø 100 mm or 110 mm, with
straight arms Ø 60 mm mounted on die-cast
aluminum modular rings
. Length(s) 0 m 50 to 1 m 50
. Stainless steel tie-bars and forestay with tension
turnbuckles

Photograph: Philippe Ruault

Octave pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile of ovoid section
232,5 x 135 mm, with internal structure
. 6 functional external rails to fix various additional elements
Octave

Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 500 x 78 mm
. At 600 mm from the base (Other heights
upon request)

26'

Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. 'Technifonction’ type with wall-mounting
half-way up
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted
Finish
. Thermolaquage par poudre Polyester
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

166

13'

Chasan
gamay

168

Chasan data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Martigues, Entrées de ville, Avenue Clément Escoffier
Contracting Authority: Ville de Martigues
Landscape architect: Atelier de Paysage et d'Urbanisme
Engineering: SP2I

Height 4 to 8 m

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Pole head
. Simple or double
. Composed of an arched double bracket Ø 60
mm, centred on the lateral special area of the
Octave profile
. Luminaire fixing at the end of the bracket
on arm Ø 60 mm length 100 mm, or on floodlights

Menton, Avenue Aristide Briand
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général des Alpes Maritimes
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Octave pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile of ovoid section
232,5 x 135 mm, with internal structure
. 6 external functional rails to fix elements
(bins, signage, etc.)
Access door
. Made from an additional specific aluminium
profile
. Opening 500 x 78 mm at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)

8m
26'

Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Wall mounted lighting
. Various elements from the Accesories &
technical options chapter (signage, cameras, ...) can be adapted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

170

4m
13'

171

Syrah

172

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Vancouver, Mini Cooper Dealership
Contracting Authority: Mini Richmond
Architect: Abbarch Architecture
Landscape architect: DMG Landscape Architects

Height 5 to 10 m

Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Pole head
. Simple, double
. Bracket(s) arched in aluminum Ø 50 mm
. Various inclinations and lengths possibles
upon request – common size: 1m50 and 7°
Octave pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile of ovoid section
232,5 x 135 mm, with internal structure and
6 external functional rails to fix elements
(bins, signage, etc.)
Access door
. Made from a specific additional aluminum
profile
. Opening 500 x 78 mm at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with steel bolts
Possible variations
. Various elements from the Accesories &
technical options chapter (signage, cameras, ...) can be adapted
. Inverted small bracket linking brackets
. Die-cast aluminum base plate covers
Ø 530 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
26'

173

Semillon
gamay

174

175

Semillon data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Cannes, Place Cornut Gentille
Contracting Authority: Ville de Cannes
Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Height 5 to 9 m

Cannes, Quartier Ranguin
Contracting Authority: Ville de Cannes
Engineering: egis France

Pole head
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Made of two ½ sections in perfect harmony with pole and arm
. Mounted on centerer element for positioning
. Sémillon One piece single or double arm
made from an extruded aluminum profile
- ovoid section 100 x 60 mm – horizontal
openings created by machination
. Termination Ø 60 mm or Ø 49 mm
. Inclination 10°

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Octave pole
. 232,5 x 135 mm ovoid section aluminum
profile with internal structure & 6 external
functional rails
Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile,
interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 78 mm at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs to
avoid any contact with steel bolts
Possible variations
. Die-cast aluminum 1/2 rings wall-mounting
with arm in extruded aluminum profile
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

176

9m
29.5'

5m

16.4'

177

178

Béziers, Avenue du Président Wilson
Contracting Authority: Ville de Béziers
Architect: Jean Louis Michel
Engineering: SLH Sud-Est
Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

La Seyne sur Mer, Boulevard Toussaint Merle
Contracting Authority: Ville de la Seyne sur Mer
Architect: Groupe 6
Landscape architect: BDP Landscape
Engineering: egis France
Photograph: Jean Luc Bœgly

179

City Line
gamay

180

181

City Line data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

26'

Height 4 to 12 m
Pole head
. Simple, double
. Removable
. Modular ring Ø 150 or 170 mm, to connect
pole extension piece Ø 90 to 110 mm, and
the arm(s) Ø 60 mm, variable length(s)
Options
. Stainless steel tie-bar(s)
. Decorative brackets Ø 40 mm (type City-30)
. Decorative ailerons with personalized artwork, cut out with water jet
. Cross-over arms with back section
C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

13'

City 50

26'

Profils de Pole
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. C Étoile Ø 160 mm
. K140 Structure Ø 140 mm
. K160 Structure Ø 160 mm
. K200 Structure Ø 200 mm
. Bermude, Octave, Psyché

13'

Bermude

Octave

Psyché

Possible variations
. Wall mounting luminaires with wall-piece in
1/2 rectangular profile 120 x 40 mm; or round
Ø 100 mm
. Straight arm Ø 60 mm - lengths variable
. City-Style with arched bracket(s) Ø 60 or 70
mm, pole mounted
. ‘Technifonction’ type with half height wall
mounting luminaire
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted

City 40

26'

13'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
City 30

182

183

184

Castries, PRAE
Contracting Authority: LR Aménagement
Architect: Guy Henry
Landscape architect: Chemin Faisant

Cannes, Aéroport
Contracting Authority: CCI de Nice Côte d'Azur
Engineering: Cabinet Merlin
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

Gennevilliers, Siège des Chèques déjeuner
Architect: Art and Build
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et Associés
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

Montréal, Musée des Beaux Arts
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Landscape architect: VLAN Paysages
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin, Agence Eclairage Public
Photograph: Alexis Nollet

185

186

Cannes, Station d'épuration Aquaviva
Contracting Authority: SIAUBC
Delegate Contracting Authority: Lyonnaise des Eaux
Architect: Jean de Giacinto

Nice, Avenue Auguste Vérola
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Lorient, Rue François Toullec
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lorient
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

187

Terret

188

189

Terret data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Talence, Place Espeleta
Contracting Authority: Communauté Urbaine de Bordeaux
Delegate Contracting Authority: SDEEG33
Architect: H27 Architectes

Height 5 to 12 m

Photograph: Julien Thomazo

Pole head
. Simple, double, removable
. One piece arm(s) made of extruded aluminum profile, arched or straight, mounted onto
an aluminum cast ring
. Arm Length(s) 0 m 50, 1 m, 1 m 50
. Inclination(s) 8°
. Male termination Ø 60mm Lg 110 (or other)
. 316L quality Stainless steel tie-bar(s) with
adjustment turnbuckles (optional)

X112 / C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

Bermude

Octave

Le Pradet, Avenue de la 1ere DFL
Contracting Authority: Ville du Pradet
Engineering: Artelia
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Pole
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. Étoile C Ø 160 mm
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. K Structure Ø 140, 160 et 200 mm
. Bermude, Octave, Psyché
Possible variations
. Various accesories & technical options
(signage, cameras, ...) can be adapted
. Open work on straight arm

8m

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

6m

26'

19.7'

Psyché

4m
13'

190

191

Marsanne
gamay

192

193

Marsanne data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Montréal, Dorchester
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin - Agence Eclairage Public
Landscape architect: Claude Cormier - Groupe IBI - CHBA

Height 5 à 12 m

Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Pole head
. Simple, double
. Removable
. Pole extension piece Ø 100 mm with one
piece Marsanne arm made from extruded aluminum profile, section 110 x 104 mm
. Fixed on pole die-cast aluminum ring Ø 123 mm
on the base / Ø 193,5 mm on top,
height: 120 mm, produced in two 1/2 rings
. Inclination(s) 10°
. Termination Ø 60 mm
. Arm length(s): 590 mm, 1 m 080, 1 m 575
from the pole axis to the end of the arm
Other lengths upon request

X112 / C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

Bermude

Octave

Psyché

Oriflamme support

Pole profiles
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. C Étoile Ø 160 mm
. K Structure Ø 140, 160 et 200 mm
. Bermude, Octave, Psyché
Mounted luminaires
. Triangular wall-piece with 3 anchoring
oblongs, fixing distance within Ø 360 mm
. Die-cast aluminum arm fixed by 1/2 rings
. Arm lenght up to 2 m
Possible variations
. 'Technifonction' type with mounted luminaire
in the middle
. Flag or wood decorations or other material
can be adapted under the arm
. Open work arms in cross-way section
. Lighting signage frame
. Various elements from the Accesories &
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
...) can be adapted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

194

Monaco, Avenue Princesse Grace
Contracting Authority: Principauté de Monaco - Direction de
l'Aménagement Urbain

Illumination support

8m
26'

4m
13'

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

195

196

Menton, Boulevard Garavan
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général des Alpes-Maritimes
Project Management: Atelier d'Architecture Bruno Dumétier

Montpellier, Voies Inter-Quartiers
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin

Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin

Baillargues, UIMM
Contracting Authority: UIMM - CFAI
Architect: Agence N+B - Atelier W
Engineering: P3G
Photograph: PL Technilum®

197

Lekat

198

199

Lekat data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Fleury d'Aude, Place Languedocienne
Contracting Authority: Ville de Fleury d'Aude
Architect: Éric Raffy
Engineering: René Gaxieu

Height 5 to 8 m

Photograph: Jean-Paul Planchon

Pole head
. Simple or double
. Arm: aluminum profile, section 120 x 40 mm
. Length from 0 m 50 to 1 m 50
. Arms connecting to the pole through an
aluminum interface component fixed in the
profile rails (also used to fix a luminaire for
pedestrian light in the middle, or for a signage
stand )

Bermude

Leucate
Contracting Authority: Ville de Leucate
Architect: Eric Raffy
Photograph: Mathieu Ducros

Bermude pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile
. Internal functional structure
. External rails to fix elements (floodlights
shackles, bins, signage, ...)
. Triangular shape
. Section 178,5 x 160 mm
. Made with high resistance aluminum alloy
Customization
. Composed of 4 aluminum elements
. Open work decorations
. Fixed on the profile technical rails
. Can be dismantled and changed independently

7m
23'

Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Almost invisible
. Stricly interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 78 mm
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Height 180 mm
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Thermolaquage RAL
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
Raffy Design

200

201

Zacaras

202

203

Zacaras data sheet

Lille, ZAC Arras
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lille
Architect: ANMA
Lighting designer: Sara Castagné - Luminocité

Height 4 to 7 m

zacaras

Pole head
. Connecting element made from a specific
aluminum profile to ensure perfect harmony
with the pole
. Fixed on 2 arms in thick aluminum sheet
. Discreet cable opening
. Made from aluminum profile 20 x 20 mm,
fixed inside one of the arms
. Arm termination for luminaire arm PFL240
. Outreach: 2 m 00

Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Pole
. Specific Zacaras structure
. Square section 160 mm
Access door
. Opening 500 x 100 mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Plate
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm

7m
23'

Possible variations
. Double pole head type
. Technifonction with arm length 0 m 700
made from aluminum sheet directly fixed on
the pole
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish

204

4m
13'

205

Spoon GM

206

Construction en aluminum
Entirely Weld-free
Modelization

Height 8 to 12 m
Spoon GM pole
. Made from specific aluminum profile
. With internal structure and external rails
receiving a personalized customization
. Rectangular section 190 x 175 mm
Pole customization
. Removable and interchangeable
. Built from Parklex slabs
. Sliding in the rails
. Fixed by integrated bracing
. Choice of various shades
. Other customization upon request
Access door
. Interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm
. 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Made from die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Pole head
. Simple or double
. Blend of die-cast and extruded aluminum
. Bracket in specific rectangular aluminum
profile, arched
. Length(s) 2 m
. Aluminum tie-bar with adjustable turnbuckle
Luminaire
. Set within the bracket continuity
. Main structure in die-cast aluminum
. Power tools:
IM 70 W / 100 W (PM)
IM 150 W / 250 W (GM)
. Access to the light and the equipment
through removable plate

9m
29.5'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

207

Imawa

208

209

Imawa data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Évron, Centre ville
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Evron
Architect: Julien Schnell - Urbanica
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

Height 4 to 7 m Imawa PM
Height 6 to 10 m Imawa GM

Béziers, Hôtel du Département
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général de l'Hérault

Brackets
. Bi-sections in aluminum profile 50 x 50 mm

Imawa PM

Imawa GM

Photograph: PL Technilum®

Luminaire(s)
. Luminaire to be chosen with the specifier
. Dimensions 502 mm x 405 mm x114 mm
. Class 2
. Power tools (GM) : 100 to 150 W HPS
100 to 150 W MH
90 to 140 W Cosmopolis
. Power tools (PM) : 50 to 70 W HPS
35 to 70 W MH
60 W Cosmopolis
. Dali option
Pole
Imawa GM
. Built from two interlocked specific aluminum
profiles (base section 210 x 180 mm; head
section 128 x 141 mm)
Imawa PM
. Pole made from a specific aluminum profile
section 128 x 141 mm
Access door
. Opening 70 x 500 mm
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Interchangeable and almost invisible

10 m
32.8'

5m

16.4'

Baseplate (with insulating rings)
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions
400 x 400 mm (GM) or 300 x 300 mm (PM)
. Fixing distance
300 x 300 mm (GM) or 200 x 200 mm (PM)
. Galvanized steel anchor bolts
24 x 500 mm (GM) or 18 x 400 mm (PM)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
Conception: Julien Schnell - Urbanica

210

211

Roussanne
gamay

212

213

Roussanne data sheet

X112 / C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

Bermude

Octave

Psyché

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Barcelonnette, Chemin des Colporteurs
Contracting Authority: Ville de Barcelonnette
Project management: MG Concept

Height 5 to 12 m

Photograph: François Deladerrière

Pole
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. C Étoile Ø 160 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. K Structure Ø 140, 160 et 200 mm
. Bermude, Octave, Psyché
Possible variations
. Wall-mounted luminaires, triangular wallpiece with 3 anchoring oblongs (triangular
dimensions within Ø 300 mm), arm fixed by
½ rings (lengths from 0 m 50 to 2 m)
. 'Technifonction' type with mounted-luminaire in the middle
. Without tie-bar(s)
. Various elements from the Accessories and technical options chapter (signage, cameras, bins,
benches...) can be adapted
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

214

Bordeaux, Cours de la Marne
Contracting Authority: Communauté Urbaine de Bordeaux

Pole head
. Simple, double…
. Removable
. Pole extension piece Ø 90 or 75mm
. One piece Roussanne arm made from extruded aluminum profile, section 69 x 80,5 mm,
cut-out in a cross-way section
. Die-cast aluminum pole ring Ø 140 mm
height 76 mm produced in two sections
. Inclination(s) 5°
. End for fixation of 1/2 ball-and socket joint
or Ø39 mm length 100 m
. Stainless steel tie-bars with adjustable and
tension turnbuckles
. Arm length(s): 0 m 50, 1 m, 1 m 50 from
pole axis to ball and socket joint axis
(Other lengths upon request)

Photograph: Christian Désile

Antibes, RD 35 bis
Contracting Authority: Conseil Général des Alpes Maritimes
Project management: SETEF
Photograph: François Deladerrière

8m
26'

5m

16.4'

215

216

Marseillan, Rue des Pêcheurs
Contracting Authority: Ville de Marseillan
Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

Anglet, Giratoire de la Capitainerie
Contracting Authority: ACBA
Landscape architect: Agence Arpage
Photograph: Christian Désile

217

Techni Tram

218

219

Techni-Tram data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Montpellier, Tramway Lignes 1,2,3 & 4
Contracting Authority: Agglomération de Montpellier, TAM
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Engineering: egis Rail

Height 5 to 12 m

Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin

Pole head
. One piece arm made from an extruded aluminum profile, section 69 x 80,5 mm, horizontal openings produced by machination
. Arm length: 0 m 50 to 1 m 50 from the pole
axis to the luminaire fixation
. Fixed on die-cast aluminum ring made of 2
sections (Ø 140 mm, height 76 mm) and in
perfect harmony with the arm
. Ending of the arm profile with 1/2 ball and
socket joint power equipment or Ø 39 mm Lg
100 mm
. Stainless steel tie-bar Ø 17 mm with adjustment and tension turnbuckle - fiting with
stainless steel nut (optional)
. Flush locking plug in machinated aluminum

Rungis, Trans Val de Marne
Contracting Authority: RATP
Architect: Reichen & Robert
Engineering: SETEC
Photograph: Luc Bœgly

Technalinox® pole
(technical information p340)
Possible variations
. Mounted luminaire with triangular wall-piece
with 3 anchoring bolts, triangular dimensions
within Ø 300 mm
. Arm fixed by ½ ring, length : 0 m 50 from
the wall-piece to the ball and socket joint axis
. Other mounted luminaires upon request
(lengths up to 2 m)
. ‘Technifonction’ type with mounted-luminaire in the middle
. Possibility to adjust a beacon on top

8m
26'

5m

16.4'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

220

4m
13'

221

222

Montpellier, Tramway Lignes 1,2,3 & 4
Contracting Authority: Agglomération de Montpellier, TAM
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Engineering: egis Rail
Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

223

Technalinox

224

225

Technalinox® data sheet
Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 3 to 12 m
Pole head
. Various pole heads available :
- fixing at the top of the pole with die-cast aluminum elements and arm Ø 60 mm (Bastide,
Deltacrosse)
- Fixing with modular ring with arm Ø 60 mm
and tie-bar (Variation City Line)
- Fixing with die-cast aluminum ring with arm
in extruded Roussanne profile (Roussanne’s
variation)
Pole
. Round tapered aluminum pole
. Dimensions vary according to usage
. Base Ø from 114 to 200 mm
. Head Ø 60, 76 or 90 mm
. Average thickness 2.5 to 4.7 mm

26'

Variation City Line
13'

Access door
. Machinated in the pole
. At 600 mm from the base
. Clip on the opening to fit connecting accessories
. Additional door upon request
. Common reinforcements type 5+
Bastide
Baseplate
. Dimensions according to the Ø of the pole base:
-Dimensions 260 x 260 mm or 400 x 400 mm
-Fixing distance 200 x 200 or 300 x 300 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

26'

Deltacrosse
13'

Variation sur Roussanne
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Leucate village
Contracting Authority: Ville de Leucate
Partenariat Public Privé SPIE
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

26'

13'

26'
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Toulon, Boulevard du Commandant Rivière
Contracting Authority: Toulon Provence Méditerrannée
Engineering: Artelia
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Bordeaux, Avenue Thiers
Contracting Authority: Communauté urbaine de Bordeaux
Lighting designer: Light Cibles
Photograph: Christian Désile
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Composite
gamay

230

231

Composite data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Fréjus, Port Fréjus II
Contracting Authority: Ville de Fréjus
Landscape architect: Agence Vincent Guillermin
Engineering: egis France

Height 6 to 9 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Removable pole head
. Compression rods covered with gel coat and
fixed on tubular profile Ø 180 mm
. Lighting system located within the tube Ø
180 mm, direct fitting on the pole head and
360° removable
. Translucent lamp shade with a light embossed design including a digitized fabric
which can be personalized

La Seyne sur Mer, Anciens Chantiers Navals
Contracting Authority: Ville de la Seyne sur Mer
Architect: Groupe 6
Landscape architect: BDP Landscape
Engineering: egis France
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Floodlight(s)
. Functional floodlights mounted on shackles
fixed on the pole’s guiding rails
. Cable end at the shackles

K200

K200 Structure pole Ø 200 mm
. Made with exclusive aluminum profile with
internal structure and 4 external functional rails
to adapt various signage elements or add urban
furniture

8m

26'

Access door
. Made with a specific aluminum profile, additional
. Door opening 500 x 100 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate (with insulating rings)
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm

4m

13'

Possible variations
. Customization of the urban signage made
from composite, expanded metal, plants, digital
print, screen print
. Perfect color adaptation and transfert from
the pole to the gel coat (common color white)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Conception : Jean de Giacinto - Modèle Composite
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233

Treepode
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235

Treepode data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height up to 8 m
Treepode light pole with adjustable brackets
Brackets
. Pivoting, either conical or tubular
. Adjustable inclination from 5 to 60°
. Equipped with stainless steel tie-bars
connected to the pole with rings which
integrates the ball and socket joints allowing the inclination
. Tie-bar fixing rings slide into the profile
grooves to set the bracket height according to their inclination
. Bracket termination can be beveled or straight
Pole
. Structure K profile equipped with external
grooves to fix pole accessories in 3 sections
Ø160 - 140 - 120 pivoting at 360° one from
the others simplified version with one piecepole Ø140 mm
. Beveled pole termination"Fino"

K140 / K160 / K200

Baseplate
. Made from die-cast aluminum 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Possible variations
. Wall-mounted lighting, with adaptation of
a mural wall-piece on a ring, equipped with a
bracket
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Grenoble, Quai Perrière
Contracting Authority: Ville de Grenoble
Engineering: Cap Vert
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Photograph: Bruno Thomas / GB Technilum®

8m
26'

237

Dimensional & design lighting
A great alternative to the proliferation of light supports, these solutions help reduce the number of lamps used by optimizing poles functionalities,
adapting light and / or scenographies in accordance with needs.

Structure K

241

Structure K data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Guelph, Market Square
Contracting Authority: City of Guelph
Architect: RDH Architects
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin - Agence Eclairage Public
Landscape architect: Janet Rosenberg & Studio

Height from 5 to 16 m according to the poles

K120

K140

K160

K Structure Poles
. Made from a exclusive aluminum profile, with
internal structure and 4 external functional rails
. K140 Structure Ø 140 mm
height 5 to 8 m
. K160 Structure Ø 160 mm
height 8 to 10 m
. K200 Structure Ø 200 mm
height 8 to 14 m
. K250 Structure Ø250 mm
height 14 to 18 m

Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Montpellier, Hôtel de Ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Architect: Ateliers Jean Nouvel & François Fontès
Lighting designer: Yann Kersalé - AIK
Photograph: PL Technilum®

K200

K250

Access doors
. Interchangeable, made from a specific aluminum
profile
. K140
opening 500 x 90 mm, at 600 mm from the base
. K160 & K200
opening 500 x 100 mm, at 600 mm from the base
. K250
opening 500 x 110 mm, at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate (with insulating rings)
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions ( K140, 160 & 200)
Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Dimensions (K250)
Dimensions 570 x 570 mm
Fixing distance 450 x 450 mm
Possible variations
. Pole closing with lighting system made of
Altuglas slats piling interspersed with part out
aluminum sheets
. Floodlights support frame 5m
. Needle or conical extension piece at the top
of the pole
. Palino extension piece
. Fixation of functional elements
(floodlight shackles, bins, signage, etc…)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Fitting on Palino

15 m
49'

14 m
46'

12 m
39.3'

10 m
32.8'

9m

29.5'

8m
26'

5m

16.4'

Fitting on wedge
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Marseille, île du Frioul, Gare Maritime
Contracting Authority: Marseille Provence Métropole
Project management: Hanrot et Rault
Engineering: Verdi Ingénierie
Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Montpellier, Gare Saint Roch
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Architect: Jean Marie Duthilleul - AREP
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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Lyon, Gare Jean Macé
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lyon
Lighting designer: Ville de Lyon
Photograph: Bruno Thomas
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Annemasse, Secteur Desnos
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Annemasse
Lighting designer: Les éclaireurs
Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Pézenas, Cours Jean Jaurès
Contracting Authority: Ville de Pézenas
Architect: François Thoulouze
Landscape architect: PMC Création
Engineering: SERI
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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248

Annonay, Place des Cordeliers
Contracting Authority: Communauté de Communes Bassin d'Annonay
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Landscape architect: JNC Agence Sud
Photograph: L'Acte Lumière - Jean Yves Sœtinck

Genève, Pont Wilsdorf
Contracting Authority: Fondation Hans Wilsdorf
Architect: Atelier d’architecture Brodbeck-Roulet
Lighting designer: François Gschwind
Photograph: PIerre Pichon

249

250

Perpignan, Abords du Théâtre de l'Archipel
Contracting Authority: Ville de Perpignan
Archipel Architect: Atelier Jean Nouvel

Annecy, Espace Grimault
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Annecy
Project management: APS

Photograph: RS Technilum®

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Lyon Confluence, Parc de Saône
Contracting Authority: Grand Lyon - Société Publique Locale d'Aménagement Lyon Confluence
Architect: François Grether - ADR Architecte
Landscape architect: Michel Desvignes
Photograph: GB Technilum®

251

252

Montpellier, ZAC des Grisettes
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Delegate contracting authority: SERM
Architect: Richez Associés
Lighting designer: Agathe Argod
Engineering: Ingerop
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Verbier, Rue de la Poste
Contracting Authority: Ville de Verbier, Commune de Bagnes
Architect: SEDRE
Photograph: Pierre Pichon
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254

Montréal, Place d'Armes
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montréal
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin - Eclairage Public
Landscape architect: IBI Group – Cardinal Hardy
Engineering: EXP
Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Gruissan, Quais
Contracting Authority: Port de Gruissan
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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256

Lourdes, Place Peyramale
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lourdes
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Fort Worth, Sundance Plaza
Contracting Authority: Sundance Square
Project management: BeckGroupe
Lighting designer: CM Kling & Associates
Landscape architect Michael Vergason Landscape Architects
Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Orange, Théâtre Antique
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Orange
Engineering: Verdi ingénierie
Photograph: François Deladerrière
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Grenache

258

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Paris 15ème, Hôpital Vaugirard-Gabriel Pallez
Contracting Authority: Hôpitaux Universitaires Paris Ouest
Photograph: François Renault

Height 5 to 8 m
Bermude pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile, triangular section
178.5 x 160 mm, with internal structure and
6 functional external rails
Access door
. Made from a specific additional aluminum
profile
. Opening 500 x 78 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon requests)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolt

8m
26'

Floodlight(s)
. Functional floodlights fixed on shackles
fitted on guiding rails
. Cable termination in the shackles level
Possible variations
. Various elements from the Accessories and
technical options chapter (signage, c ameras,
bins, benches...) can be adapted

5m

16.4'

Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Octave / Octave+

260

261

Octave / Octave+ data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Saint Étienne, Place Jacquard
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saint-Etienne
Lighting designer: Pierre Philippe Garde - Cobalt

Hauteur 6 à 12 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Bassens, Espace Garonne
Contracting Authority: Ville de Bassens
Engineering: Atletiko

Octave & Octave+ poles
. Made of exclusive aluminum profile ovoid
section 232,5 x135 mm (Octave) and 310 x
180 mm (Octave+), with internal structure and
6 external functional rails (4 rails for Octave+)

Octave

Octave+

Access door
. Interchangeable
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 500 x 78 mm (Octave)
. Opening 500 x 104 mm (Octave+),
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon requests)
Baseplate
. Made in die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolt
Possible variations
. Fixation functional elements (floodlight
shackles, bins, signage, etc…)
. Base plate cover Ø530 mm for Octave pole
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Photograph: Vincent Monthiers

12 m
39'

8m
26'

6m

19.6'
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Aiguille

264

265

Aiguille data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Leucate, Port
Contracting Authority: Ville de Leucate
Photograph: Mathieu Ducros

Height 4 m 20 to 13 m 90

Paris, Front de Seine - Dalle Beaugrenelle
Contracting Authority: SEMPARISEINE
Lighting designer: Concepto
Landscape architect: HYL
Engineering : Degouy

Pole head
. Aluminum spike on top , length 1 m 20,
1 m 50 or 1 m 90, equipped with 1 to 5
floodlight support rings mounted onto the pole
. Adjustment of the rings by pivoting to 360°
. Cable out-put with cable gland

Photograph: Luc Boegly

Technalinox pole
. Round tapered aluminum pole
. From 3 to 12 m
. base Ø and head Ø : see table p 340
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm or 260 x 260 mm
. Fixing distance (according to pole height) :
- 300 x 300 mm or 200 x 200 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolt
Palino
. Floodlight support extension piece with
helical technical rail, horizontal or vertical
. Ø76 or Ø90 mm, variable lengths
. One-piece weld-free element (avoids weak
points or corrosion)
. Enables a very precise floodlights adjustment
. Possibility to easily add floodlights on site,
with a maximum of 6 floodlights (subject
to technical approval, according to layout)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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13 m 50
42.3'

Fixtures mounting on 360° rotative rings

9 m 50

Fixtures mounted on the Palino rail system

31'

6 m 20
20'
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Soulac sur Mer, Place Aliénor d'Aquitaine
Contracting Authority: Ville de Soulac
Delegate Contracting Authority: SDEEG33
Architect: H27
Photograph: Julien Thomazo

Marseille, Gare Saint Charles, Square Narvik
Contracting Authority: SNCF
Delegate Contracting Authority: AREP
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et Associés
Photograph: Pierre Pichon
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270

Chateaurenard, Place Isidore Rollande
Contracting Authority: Ville de Chateaurenard
Engineering: SNC Lavallin
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Saint Estève Janson, Vallon de l'Escale
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saint Estève Janson
Architect: JM Fradkin
Landscape architect: ALEP - Atelier Lieux et Paysages

Paris, Quai d'Austerlitz
Contracting Authority: Port Autonome de Paris
Landscape architect: Urbicus
Lighting designer: Vincent Thiesson - Agence On
Engineering: BATT
Photograph: François Renault

Photograph: François Deladerrière
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272

Nîmes, Quartier Hoche Sernam
Contracting Authority: Ville de Nîmes
Architect: Antoine Grunbach Architecture - Agence Duval
Lighting Designer : Vincent Thiesson - Agence ON
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Deauville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Deauville
Project management: Artelia
Photograph: NH Technilum®
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Specimen

274

275

Specimen data sheet

Paris, Port Victor
Contracting Authority: Port Autonome de Paris
Architect: Feichtinger Architectes
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat
Landscape architect Agence HYL

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Total height 12 m

Photograph: François Renault

Pole head
. Inclination adjustable on site, in 2 parts :

Aulnay sous bois, ZAC de l'Aulne
Contracting Authority: Sequano
Lighting designer: Yves Adrien - Coup d'Éclat
Landscape architect Agence Jacques Coulon et Linda Leblanc

Front pole head
. Length 5 m (inclination 30°)
. Composed of 2 trapezoid section aluminum
profiles 138 x 116 x 88mm
. 4 spacers Ø60 equipped with rings to fit
luminaire
. Closing plug at the end of the brackets
. Pivoting top fork with 2 brackets in square
section to fit 6 floodlights

Photograph: François Renault

Back pole head
. Length 2 m (Inclination 45°)
. Trapezoid section profile
(section 138 x 116 x 88 mm)
. Profile length 2 m 50
. At the end of the bracket, square tube 70 x 70
length 1 m, to fit slings and 2 floodlights
. Plug closing the bracket
Pole
. Pole height 5 m above ground
. Structured and ribbed aluminum profile
. Trapezoid section 200 x 258 x 302 mm

12 m
39'

Access door
. Interchangeable opening 245 x 500 mm
. At 3 m from the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4
anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with
galvanized steel bolts (M27)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
Création: Yves Adrien
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Bouquet

278

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Valence, Place Aristide Briand
Contracting Authority: Ville de Valence
Lighting designer: Pierre Nègre - l'Atelier lumière
Project management: APS

Height 8 to 14 m

Photograph: Deval, Deladerrière / Huguenin

K200 Structure pole
. Ø 200 mm
. Made of exclusive aluminum profile with internal structure and 4 external functional rails
. Composed of 2 sections beyond 8 m
Access doors
. Made of an additional specific aluminum profile
. Door opening 500 x 100 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Insulating rings on the 4 anchoring oblongs
to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolt

12 m
39'

Device support
. Projectors pole fixed on arched brackets
(Ø 70 mm) assembled with cross-ties following defined angles to allow an optimal
orientation of the floodlights
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Bipode

280

Bipode data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Mâcon, Esplanade Lamartine
Contracting Authority: Ville de Mâcon
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Lighting designer: Pierre Nègre - l'Atelier Lumière
Landscape architect: Atelier Villes et Paysages
Engineering: Ingerop

Height 6 to 14 m
Pole head
. Simple, double…
. Removable
. Made of die-cast aluminum modular ring,
connecting the extension pieces Ø 100 mm
and the floodlight support

C+140 / C160

K140 / K160 / K200

Shiraz

Bipode Pole
. Structure made of 2 connected poles
. Pole profiles :
C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
C Structure Ø 160 mm
K140 Structure Ø 140 mm
K160 Structure Ø 160 mm
K200 Structure Ø 200 mm
Possible variations
. Pedestrian markings on the lower cross
Structure X with Contraste lighting element
(optional)
. Adaptation of floodlight(s) / luminaire(s) on
cross, and on the pole with big length cross
brackets
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Villedieu, Centre ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Villedieu
Architect: Braum et Wermer
Engineering: Planisphère
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Choisy le Roi, Dalle Sud
Contracting Authority: Ville de Choisy le Roi
Architect: Richez & Associés
Lighting designer: Philippe Almon - Ph.A
Photograph: Philippe Ruault

14 m
46'

9m

29.5'

284

Béziers, Carrefour de l'Hours
Contracting Authority: Ville de Béziers
Architect: Bernard Kohn
Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin

Nantes, Place de l'Hôtel de Ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Nantes
Lighting designer: Sylvie Sieg & Pierre Nègre
Photograph: Philippe Ruault
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Special material
Matériel
spécial
Nos mobiliers
Our
high-quality
haut
furniture
de gamme
answers
répondent
to specifiers
aux cahiers
needsdes
whom
charges
enhance
des prescripteurs
the urban landscape.
intervenant
It reponds
sur le paysage
to specific
urbain.
requirements:
Ils sont attachés
archiàtectural
un besoin
heritage
spécifique
highlighting,
: la mise
traffic
en light
valeur
signalization,
du patrimoine
light-rail,
architectural,
portal frame
la signalisation
design, landscaped
tricolore,
promenade
la conception
illumination.
d’un portique de
tramway, la mise en lumière d’une promenade paysagère…

TZ
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TZ data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 9 to 12 m

140 x 180 x 210 mm

200 x 258 x 302 mm

Pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure
. Trapezoid section:
200 x 258 x 302 mm or 140 x 180 x 210 mm
. Created for floodlights mounted either to the
pole or integrated inside
. Possibility of straight or tilted poles, with or
without arm
Access door
. Flush, interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 245 mm or 500 x 128 mm
. At 600 mm from the base
(Other heights possible)
Baseplate (with insulating rings)
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Marseille, Musée Borély
Contracting Authority: Ville de Marseille
Architect: Moatti & Riviere
Lighting designer: Renaud Poulard - Terres d’ombre
Engineering: Arcoba
Photograph: Renaud Poulard

Valbonne, Pré des Arts
Contracting Authority: Ville de Valbonne
Architect: Actom Architectures
Lighting designer: Speeg & Michel et Associés
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Strasbourg, Théâtre National de Strasbourg
Contracting Authority: TNS
Architect: IXO Architecture
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Photograph: Christophe Bourgeois
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Imawa Bipode
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293

Imawa Bipode data sheet

Saint Étienne, Place de l'Hôtel de Ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Saint Étienne
Architect: Obras Architectes
Lighting designer: Akari-Lisa Ishii - Agence ICON
Landscaper architect: Jérôme Mazas - Agence Paysages
Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Total height 6 m 70
Cross-tie height 5 m 85
Horizontal cross
. U section 300 x 125 mm
. Length 4300 mm towards the front and 2300
mm towards the back (total length 7600 mm)
. Machinated cross-tie to fit diffrent floodlight
. Cable going through in discharge spouts
inside the cross

Imawa GM

Imawa PM

Main pole
. Imawa GM composed of two interlocked specific alumimum profiles
. Base section 210 x 180 mm
. Top section 128 x 141 mm
Secondary pole
. Made of specific aluminum profile Imawa PM
. Section 128 x 141 mm
Access doors
. Interchangeable
. Made from a complimentary profile
. Opening 70 x 500 mm
. Door with hinges (optional)
Baseplates
. Made of die-cast aluminum 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
Secondary pole:
. Made of die-cast aluminum 300 x 300 mm
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4 anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Multipode
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297

Multipode data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 4 to 6 m
Catenaries
. 2 parallel stainless steel cable Ø 6 mm
Fixing distance according to the luminaire
. 1 top cable in stainless steel Ø 6 mm
. Cable fixing with stainless steel turnbuckle
and tension adjustment
Luminaires fitting
. With deltas made of stainless steel cable
with adjustment system for the luminaire

X112 / C+140 / C160

K140 / K160 / K200 / K250

Octave

Pole
. "C Structure" Profile Ø 160 mm
. Made on exclusive aluminum profile
. With internal structure and external decorative grooves
Final structure
. Bipode pole
. With or without access doors
. 4 bracing Ø 50 mm fixed in free rotation
(stainless steel upon request)
. Structure supported by stainless steel cables
. Anchoring of the top catenary with eyes nuts
. Anchoring of the parallel catenaries on perpendicular cross with eyes nuts
Intermediary module
. Anchoring of the top catenary with eye nuts
. Anchoring of the parallel catenaries on perpendicular cross with eyes nuts
. Electrical cable out-put by cable gland
Possible variations
. 'Technifonction’ type with wall lamp in the
middle
. Pole " K200 Structure" version Ø 200 mm or
"Octave" section 310 x 180 mm
. Terminal anchoring on facade
. Various section elements from Accessories and
Technical options chapter (signage, cameras,
bins, benches...)
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Lille, Place Fauquemont
Contracting Authority: Ville de Lille
Lighting designer: Laurent Fachard - Les Éclairagistes Associés

6m

19.6'

Photograph: Hugo Da Costa

Marseille, Place du 4 Septembre
Contracting Authority: Marseille Provence Métropole
Architect: Tangram
Engineering: Ingerop
Photograph: Pierre Pichon
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Dino

300

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Argentat, Place Faure
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Argentat
Architect: Didier Guedou - Lotus
Lighting designer: Cobalt

Height 6 to 9 m

Photograph: Jean-Paul Planchon

Psyché pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile of random section with internal structure
. Dimensions 197.5 x 175 mm
. Internal adaptating bends for inclination

Mallemort, Médiathèque
Contracting Authority: Ville de Mallemort
Architect: Bernard Pouzol
Engineering: Vinci Ingénierie
Photograph: PL Technilum®

Access door
. Interchangeable, made of a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 90 x 500 mm at 600 mm from the
base, on each pole
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4 anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Luminaires
. With decorative aluminum component
. Multiple mounting options to adapt to specific fixtures
Equipements
. Various strengths possible
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
26'
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Image
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303

Image data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free

Tain l'Hermitage, Place du Taurobole
Contracting Authority: Ville de Tain l'Hermitage
Lighting designer: Jean Yves Sœtinck - L'Acte Lumière
Landscape architect: JNC Agence Sud

Total height between 6 and 9 m

Photograph: Pierre Pichon

Épinal, Quais Contades
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Epinal
Architect: Antoine Garcia Diaz
Lighting designer: Pierre Nègre - l'Atelier Lumière
Landscape architect: Atelier Ville et Paysages

Image pole head
. Tilted and removable
. Lateral compression rods supporting the
image plate
. Image plate made of an aluminum support, a visual sign and a sandwich of antiUV treated and polycarbonate assembled
slabs
. Integrated option: lighting system to highlight the image sign with Led floodlights
fixed to pole ends

Spoon GM

Trapèze

Pole
Spoon GM
. Exclusive aluminum profile 7 m
. Section 190 x 175 mm, with customization in
composite (‘natural wood" shade, Parklex type)
Trapeze
. Exclusive aluminum profile with internal
structure
. Trapezoidal section 140 x 180 x 210 mm
Access door
Spoon GM
. Interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 90 mm at 600 mm from the base
Trapeze
. Flush, interchangeable
. Opening 500 x 128 mm at 600 mm from the base
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4 anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Photograph: Xavier Boymond

7m
23'

305

Traffic signal supports

306
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Traffic signal supports data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Potence - Octave Version
Head
. Arched brackets Ø 100 mm parallely braced
. Pole extension piece at the top Ø 160 mm
supporting console holding stay made of aluminum tube anchored in the pole extension
piece and in the console bracing
. Pre-drilling produceable according to traffic
lights
Octave+ pole
. Exclusive aluminum profile with ovoid section 310 x 180 mm, internal structure and
6 external functional rails to integrate traffic
signals

Octave+

Traffic support - Octavio Version
. Traffic signal and flashing light mounted on pole profiles
. Die-cast aluminum connecting component and plug

2

Road and pedestrian support type
. Bollard in C+ Structure profile Ø 140 mm, height 1 m 20
. Pole extension piece in X Structure + profile Ø 90 mm
. Pre-drilling produceable according to signs
Access door made from a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 500 x 90 mm at 600 mm from the base
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm – Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm

3.5 m

3

7.5 m

11.5'

24.6'

Access door
. Made from a specific aluminum profile
. Opening 500 x 104 mm at 600 mm from the base
(Other heights upon request)
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Optional hubcap: ovoid, made of two diecast aluminum1/2 shells
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4 anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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1

1
7.5 m
24.6'

2

3

Potence Version
Profils de Pole
C Structure Ø 160 mm
C Étoile Ø 160 mm
K Structure Ø 140 mm
K Structure Ø 200 mm

Anglet, RN10
Contracting Authority: DDE 64
Photograph: Jean-Marie Monthiers

Nice, Promenade des Anglais
Contracting Authority: Nice Côte d'Azur
Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin

Les Chères
Contracting Authority: Ville des Chères
Delegate contracting authority: SYDER
Photograph: Jean-Marie Monthiers
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Portiques
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Portiques data sheet

Construction aluminum
Entirely Weld-free
Height from ground 3 m 50
Span 5 m 50
Horizontal cross
. Removable
. In glue-laminated wood Sylvestre pine,
lazure finish (also available in the same aluminum profile as the poles)
. Integration of small external floodlights
inside cross structure through machination of
aluminum profile
. Equipment moved to the right of the access
door
Poles
. 2 poles fixed on exclusive aluminum profile
. C+ Structure Ø 140 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile Ø 140 mm
. Étoile C Ø 160 mm
. K120, K140, K160, K200 Structure
C+140 / C160

Étoile C / Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200

Baseplates
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Equipped with insulating rings on 4 anchoring oblongs to avoid any contact with
galvanized steel bolts
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Orléans, Ilôt de la Charpenterie
Contracting Authority:
Société d'économie mixte de la Ville d'Orléans
Architect: Paysages et Architecture
Lighting designer: François Magos
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Cannes, Rue Meynadier
Contracting Authority: Ville de Cannes
Photograph: François Deladerrière
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Grasse, ZA Aroma
Contracting Authority: Ville de Grasse
Architect: Actom Architecture
Engineering: BEAC
Photograph: François Deladerrière

Suresnes, Rue Dabassayns de Richemont
Contracting Authority: Ville de Suresnes
Landscape architect: Agence François Brun
Photograph: François Renault
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Staple Tram

316
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Staple Tram data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 7 m
Crossbar
. Composed of two vertical supports and one horizontal cross
. Made of Octave+ aluminum profile
. Ovoid section 310 x 180 mm
. Exclusive aluminum profile, with internal functional structure and external decorative rails allowing
various signage elements or urban furniture to be
adapted or added

Octave+

Accessoires and equipments
Floodlight support decorative shackle
. Made of aluminum with front visor
. Design to fit a floodlight of maximum 340 mm
wide with shackle fixing
. Adjustable on all profiles
"Carter-Tram" profile for luminaires on cross
. Specific profile adjustable in other applications,
on removable arms, suspended…
Hook and reminder arm cable support
. Made of stainless steel 316 L
Common speaker cover and mirror
. Made of two ½ die-cast aluminum shells one of
which includes the arm to adjust on crossbar
. Woven metal closing grid
. With decorative tip (optionnal)
. Speaker compartment 120 x 120 x 80 mm
Ovoid base plate cover
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. In two ½ ellipses
Access door
. Interchangeable, made of a specific aluminum profile
. At 600 mm from the base
. Opening 500 x 104 mm
Baseplates
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
Possible variations
. Totems, light beacons, traffic signal support
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Montpellier, Tramway Ligne 1
Contracting Authority: Agglomération de Montpellier
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Engineering: egis Rail
Photograph: Deladerrière / Huguenin
Jean Paul Planchon
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Signage &
Cultural poles

320
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Signage & Cultural poles data sheet

Aluminum made
Entirely Weld-free
Height 4 to 10 m

Guelph, Market Square
Contracting Authority: City of Guelph
Architect: RDH Architects
Lighting designer: Gilles Arpin - Agence Eclairage Public
Landscape architect Janet Rosenberg & Studio
Photograph: Alexis Nollet

Pole scene tour
. Conical arched extension piece under a
straight section
. Flag in aluminum ut-out sheet and LED
luminous beacon (optional)
Anti-theft flag pole
. Removable extension piece Ø 110 mm to 4m
. Pole head cover to allow passage of internal
halyard opening in 'Nylon’
. Pulley and stop system on the access door
Banner support (additionnal)
. 2 removable double handles made of tubular
aluminum profile (variable advances)
. Fit 2 banners to 180° fixed on the pole with
½ rings
. Hemflag fixing system with removable plug
Standalone banner support
. Handle to fix banner(s)
. Fixed on rings
. Fixing system for the visuals with eyes nut
(3 or 4 points) or with removable plugs
(for hemflag)
Pole
. X Structure Ø 112 mm
. C Structure Ø 160 mm
. Étoile C Ø 160 mm
. K Structure Ø 140 - 160 - 200 mm
X112 / C160

Étoile C+

K140 / K160 / K200
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Possible variations
. GM baseplate cache
. Tipping baseplate
. Other models according to projects and
accessories
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Montpellier, Hôtel de Ville
Contracting Authority: Ville de Montpellier
Architect: Atelier Jean Nouvel & François Fontès
Lighting designer: Yann Kersalé - AIK
Photograph: Julien Thomazo
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Mâcon, Esplanade Lamartine
Contracting Authority: Ville de Mâcon
Architect: Garcia Diaz
Lighting designer: Pierre Nègre - l'Atelier Lumière
Landscape architect Atelier des Paysages
Engineering: EXP
Photograph: Jean Paul Planchon

Aulnoye Aymeries, Abords de la Médiathèque
Contracting Authority: Ville d'Aulnoye Aymeries
Landscape architect: Bocage
Photograph: Hugo Da Costa
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Pole accessories
Technilum® +
Most of our products enable poles to be accessorized, making structures multifunctional and limiting add-ons.
Many profiles in our range are equipped with external functional rails. This concept perfectly fit our lasting trend policy. Indeed, thanks to different
fixing systems such as shackles, additional floddlights can be fixed on rails to highlight direct surroundings, as well, various accessories can be
added: signage for direction, police or tourism, flag-support, flower box supports, bins, benches, cameras, speakers etc...
The rail system offers an easy adjustement of the height of the mounted elements
Thus limiting the number of add-ons, this conception avoids using materials and civil engineering for complementary support.

Most of Technilum® poles are multifunctional and upgradable. They include
external rails, which can be accessorized (handles, banner support, cameras,
signage, street bins, benches etc).

External rails are designed to welcome various type of interface (integrated (1)
or jutting out (2)) in accordance with accessories type. These sliding components
adjustable to the chosen height, and once fixed, offer strong support fixing points
for signage (fixed or floating), extra furniture (benches, bins) or surveillance and
interaction devices (cameras, safety sensor).

1

2

This process permit truly integrated accessories. No more need to use ungraceful
clamping rings or any other fixing ways.
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Hubcap
. Made with two 1/2 shells perfectly interlocked
. To be placed on the tubular section of the pole
. Available in two sizes:
- PM adaptable on poles Ø 144 / 145 mm
- GM adaptable on poles Ø 175 / 180 mm
- OCP for Octave + poles

Base plate cover
. One piece, in die-cast aluminum, with finishing ring machinated to the pole diameter.
. This accessory enables foundation construction on finished
ground level
. Light pole dismantling is possible without any damage of
the ground coating
. Available in 3 versions :
PM for baseplate 260 x 260 mm fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
GM for baseplate 400 x 400 mm fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
OC for Octave poles

Flower box support
Adaptable on all types of City Module®
. Simple & double console
. Straight console Ø 60 mm supported by arched bracket(s)
to 90°, mounted onto the pole with decorative rings
. Flower box fixing with double eyes nuts
. Possibility to supply water
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Removable banner / illumination support

Floating signage stand

. Adaptable to K (Ø140, 160, 200), Bermude, Octave et Shiraz K profiles
. One piece, made of die-cast aluminum, with placing for shackles
Fixing distance 550 mm
. 3rd fixing point with shackles: adjustable height on gibs

. Simple or double, for flag(s) or banner(s)
. Arm Ø 60 mm
. Fixed on the pole with decorative rings
. Fixing system with stainless steel eyes nuts or hemswith plug at the end of removable arm.

This concept enables the support to be easily removed when not in use
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WARNING : It is necessary for banners or kakemonos to use supports such as polyester mesh,
enabling wind to circulate, increasing their service life and not overloading supports.

Unmovable signage stand

Electrical plug on pole

Smarties

. Arm Ø 60 mm fixed to the pole with decorative or
modular rings Ø 150 mm or 170 mm for panels fixation
. Fixing of crossing box or on surface-mounted box
. Fixing as pole mounted

Adaptable on all types of City Module® poles

. Foundsit Ø 436 mm
. Simple, double
. In polyester resin, reinforced with glass fiber
. Tinted in the mass according to RAL color chart
. Mounted on sheet aluminum supports
. Adaptable onto K140, K200, Octave and Bermude profiles

2 choices :
. External plug, transparent or black
. Internal plug, hidden behind a specific and
interchangeable access door, 250 mm height,
arranged on the top with cable opening
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Floodlight support devices
on the side of the system of chock sliding into technical rails, we also create a complete range of
fixing system able to fit any special needs or configurations (orientation, device weights...)

Floodlight support framework, made
from tubular section 40x40 mm and
pole mounted

Floodlight support bracket in profile
K120 pole mounted
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Racket jet wash cut.
Possibility to fit floodlights up to 45 kg

Die-cast aluminum frames for floodlights
customization.
Designed to fit deported equipment

Mikado GM electrical junction bollard
Total height 1 m
Mikado GM pole
. Made from exclusive aluminum profile, of trapezoid
section 200 x 258 x 302 mm, with internal structure
. Flat top plug
Access door
. On hinges
. Opening 200 x 700 mm allowing access to 4 electrical
plug
. 4 differential circuit-breakers 16 A- 30 mA
. Plugs P17 with 16 A industrial spindle
. 1 connecting with 3 cables of 4 x 50 mm2
. With open work to allow plug cables passage
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm,
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)

Octave + electrical junction bollard
Height 0 m 80

Sound system support
. Coming with a specific supply device
. Die-cast aluminum speaker cover
(fixing distance 220 x 220 x 80 mm)
. Pole mounted speaker support

Camera support
. Adaptable to all types of City Module poles
. Comes with a specific supply device
. Positionned at the top of the pole or on arm

Octave+ pole profile
. Made from exclusive aluminum profile of ovoid
section 310 x 180 mm, with internal structure
and 4 external functional rails.
. Die-cast aluminum round plug
Access door
. On hinges
. Opening 600 x 104 mm, allowing access to 2
electrical plug protected by a circuit-breaker
. With open work to allow plug supply cables passage
Baseplate
. Made of die-cast aluminum
. Fixing distance 200 x 200 mm
. Dimensions 260 x 260 mm
Finish
. Polyester powder coating
RAL colors or special finish
. Natural anodization (20 microns)
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Conception: M&S Design
Moove is a system of tipping pole, usable for
various application. Such a system simplify maintenance in difficult accessible site, especially with
aerial lifts.
Near invisible, the moove system is unique. Indeed, all components are located inside the pole,
preventing damages or malevolent use, while
preserving a perfect harmony of the unit.

Data Sheet
Bollard height 1m50
. Fixed on K Structure Ø200mm
. Made of 2 parts articulated one from the other,
thanks to a ball and socket joint located inside
. Maintaining system with gaz spring
. Die-cast aluminum baseplate
. Fixing distance 300 x 300 mm
. Dimensions 400 x 400 mm
Pole " Structure C+ Ø140" or " Structure K Ø140"

Examples
Maximum pole height 7m

Blagnac, Place de catalogne Tramway T1
Contracting Authority: Ville de Blagnac
Photograph: Julien Thomazo
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How it works

The half-ring hiding the pivot slides downwards,
allows movement of the pole upon the removal of
the blocking screws

Pole sliding is controlled with pression on brake
The pole slides with a manual pressure

The brake’s control allows the pole to lock into the
desired position (releasing the command blocks the
movement)
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Know-how & Technologies
In its designs and productions, Technilum® highlights aluminum : a noble, sturdy, practical material, with high technicity, and resistant to
corrosion, especialy in sea environments.
Aluminum has a unique potential with regards to environmental protection as it is 100% and endlessly recyclable.
Combinated with astute designs, this 21st century material allows refined details and shapes, a perfect finish, various functionalities and an
optimum upkeep.
Technilum® 's know-how in its core business enable products development using the full technologies and criterias of aluminum, often through
patented concepts.
Weld-free assemblies highlight this expertise and the quality of finish of all our products. .

®

City Module

City Module® is a patented and therefore exclusive and innovative concept, of poles made of extruded aluminum. Using blends from the 6000
series, City Module offers the best features with regards to its high elastic limit.
The extruding technique allows masses to distribute themselves on a constant section in order to heighten the poles’ inertia and thus their
stiffness. Profiles benefit from the best relation weight/inertia, with a strong average thickness varying from 7 to 9 mm.
All our poles with this patent have a functional internal structure giving them heightened mechanical properties as well as judicious applications:
-

access door interchangeability made from a profile, complimentary profile on the pole,
lateral reinforcements on the access door location,
support for plate hooks,
inscribed cylinder enabling pole heads interchangeability and 360°
no difference between pole's dimentions.

this tubular lighting poles offers a range of sections: Cylinder, Triangular, Starred, Ovoid, Rectangular, Aleatoire, Trapezoidal...
Our K structure, Bermude, ShirazK and Octave profiles include external rails. The pole can therefore be equipped with accessories (banners,
cameras, signage, bins, benches) : it is variable and multi-functional.
The use of City Module® guarantees an easy and economical maintenance.

Streetlight arm
A patented concept for streetlight arms emerged from our trusts on the qualities of aluminum. Made in aluminum profile, its enables the
management of lengths variation and harmonization of urban design. Whatever the model, its section enables the cable passage to be insulated
and lateral machinations creating visual lightness and harmony between pole and luminaire connection.
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Door

At 600 mm from the base
(In mm)
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(In mm)
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with the exception of wind zones
(In mm)

Base plate
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(In mm)

Base plate

Square fixing distance
(In mm)
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thickness related
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Possible heights
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(In mm)

Base plate
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(In mm)

Base plate

Square fixing distance
(In mm)
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®

Technalinox
®

Technilum manufactures cylindro-conical cones in aluminum since 1971. The connection pole/base plate, entirely made Weld-free, suppresses
weak points and corrosion. A special glue, from the aeronautical industry is used.
Produced in one piece (from 3 to 12 meters), Technalinox® poles offer aesthetic qualities for a perfect blend within the urban environment.
During the arm or the ring’s adaptation, the Ø are measured one by one in order to create turning to the pole’s individual dimensions.

Height
(in m)

3,5

4

4

4,5

5

6

7

8

9

9

10

11

12

Ø Base
(in mm)

Ø114

Ø135

Ø145

Ø145

Ø145

Ø145

Ø175

Ø175

Ø175

Ø200

Ø 200

Ø 200

Ø 200

Ø Top
in mm)

Ø60

Ø76

Ø90

Ø76

Ø76

Ø76

Ø76

Ø76

Ø76

Ø90

Ø90

Ø90

Ø90

Thickness
(in mm)

2,5

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4,7

4,7

4,7

Baseplate
Square
(in mm)

260 x 260

260 x 260

260 x 260

260 x 260

260 x 260

260 x 260

400 x 400

400 x 400

400 x 400

400 x 400

400 x 400

400 x 400

400 x 400

Baseplate
Fixing distance
(in mm)

200 x 200

200 x 200

200 x 200

200 x 200

200 x 200

200 x 200

300 x 300

300 x 300

300 x 300

300 x 300

300 x 300

300 x 300

300 x 300

Technical expertise
Technilum® offers to its prescribers technical support during all phases of the project. From design advice to prototype tests, computer
simulations belong to this process.
CE Marking
This is an EEC directive introducing standardized commercial terms for building industry goods and which, since February 1st 2005, makes
it mandatory to apply the EN 40 standard. It applies in particular to public aluminum street-lights (EN 40-6). It excludes from its field of
application: bollards, totems, signage support as well as wall mounted fixings and consoles.
The certification is delivered by an accredited organization within the EEC, such as the CTICM in France.
The CE label guarantees the conformity of the materials for the application of the following conventional values :
- Wind speed : Zone 1, 86.4 km/h
- Wind loading : B safety coefficient of 1,2.
- Emplacement Category : II, "cultivated areas, small agricultural buildings"
- Weight of each lantern : 15kg
- Deformation : 3, or a maximum horizontal movement of the mast tip equal to 0.1x(h+w) meters (where h is the nominal height of the pole
and w the overhang of the bracket in meters)
- Impact resistance : 0 (performance in the case of impact : passive only)
The matching documents, more specificly the performance declaration attached to the delivery note, specify the calculated values especially
the maximum Scx of the light(s).
Caution: the CE marking does not take into account the particular installation conditions surrounding the installation such as :
- Alternative implementation zone (Zones 4 and 5, with wind –speeds located between 93.6 et 100.8 km/h)
- Alternative terrain category: oceanfront (I), industrial (III), urban areas (IV)
- Any added elements such as baskets, signage etc
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Structural calculations and pre-dimension sizing of the concrete block
Our engineering department studies project feasibility by taking into consideration the constraints genuinely applied to streetlights. Our calculations are established taking into account
the geometry of all components conceived beforehand in CAO (poles, cross-ties, luminaires, accessories…) in order to guarantee the entire setup.
Our RDM calculations are produced following the EN40 standard : considerating the specificities of the site and of the installation. They are produced from a calculating station
equipped with a finite element software calculation.
Pre-dimension sizing of the concrete block as well as a calculation of the anchor bolts can be provided on an indicative base.
Notice relating to calculation notes and block dimensions.
Light poles are calculated to resist to a given and known weight, and according to constraints linked to a geographical zone and a site. Added accessories (garlands, various
signs, flower pots etc) must be verified beforehand with the pole manufacturer, and with regards to the precise criteria of the accessories.
Foundation block dimensions communicated by our engineering department are given as a guide and must be verified by the buyer, under his sole responsibility, and bearing
in mind the local conditions of the terrain.
Photometric studies
Our Engineering department can also take into account the photometric factors of a project, from the study of light point implementation to full lighting studies.
This is all done following the EN 13-201 standard.
3D Simulation
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is used to put into perspective the street lighting in the project’s environment.
A 3D simulation is a popular tool with all stakeholders who have to judge the design quality, the functionality of the material and the overall effect of the project.

Before 3d modelization

After 3d modelization
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Properties of Aluminum

Mechanical and physical properties
Aluminum benefits from many attractive features, including a very good mechanical resistance.
This predisposition, strengthened by an excellent aptitude for forming , allows Technilum® to create a vast range of profiles.
It's dimensions (diametres, thickness…) and it's internal optimized architecture bring a structural response to most of public lighting
cases. The mechanical properties of an aluminum profile do not decline with time. It's stands constant during the product’s shelf-life.
Moreover a limited weight, facilitate transport and handling.

The average thickness of a Technilum®
pole profile can vary from 5 to over 11
mm according to the types for heights
ranging between 3 and 16 m.

Al

Average weight of an aluminium City Module®
pole of 8m, equipped with a plate and luminaire: 90 kg
Average weight of an aluminium Technalinox®
pole of 8m, equipped with a plate and luminaire: 70 kg
(As a comparison, a steel pole of similar dimension
weights around 130 kg)

Durability
Aluminum is not very sensitive to corrosion in commons outdoor environments (sea front, city centres…). The alumina layer created thanks
to oxygen contact is a strong protection against external stresses.
An aluminum pole with a snag will see its alumina layer break and reform with time. There will not be any loss to its mechanical qualities,
and no cosmetic deterioration.
A steel pole is on the other hand is naturally sensitive to corrosion. Galvanization offers a similar protection than alumina but as it is not a
natural process, breaking this protective layer is non-reversible. It does not reform. A snag opens the way to corrosion without any way of
stopping it. The pole rust, loses its mechanical resistance qualities, and appearance

Accessory

Alumine

In its natural state, aluminum
benefits from a layer of alumina ensuring its protection
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In case of deterioration of the coating, during, for instance an undelicate installation of an accessory, the
alumina layer breaks.

Very quickly, after deterioration,
the alumina reforms and offers
new protection

Surface treatment
The European Qualicoat and Qualimarine labels are the only ones certifying the fixing quality, durability and resistance to scratchings, UV rays and thermo lacquering discoloration.
The Qualimarine label is recommended for elements located on the sea front.
The Qualanod label focuses on the anodizing process
Steel is devoid of any European label for thermo lacquering

Sustainable development
Our pole profiles are made of 50% recycled aluminum.
We recycle 100% of our aluminum waste. On a larger scale, 85% of aluminum products from
production are recycled. (source: GLFA)
All activity sectors considered, the proportion of recycled aluminum is 35% in Europe.
This figure can seem down but it can be attributed to the long shelf-life of aluminum products. The
available material to be recycled is limited.

660°C
1.5m3/T

Arising from an abundant ore and easily accessible (bauxite makes up 8% of the earth surface and is
available from 2 to 3m deep), aluminum releases 20% less CO2 than steel during its first fabrication and
50% less during its recycling. Aluminum is 100% and endlessly recyclable, without any loss of inherent
qualities.

5%

Thanks to its relatively low fusion temperature (660°C), only 5% of its energy consumption is necessary for the initial production of recycled aluminum.
Water needs for the production of one ton of aluminum are around 1,5m3 /T when 6m3 /T to obtain
the same steel mass.

Fusion T°

Water needs

Necessary energy for recycling
(in compare with initial production)
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Installation instructions

300 x 300 mm

400 x 400 mm

260 x 260 mm

200 x 200 mm

M18

M24

Ø45 mm
Ø60 mm
Fixing baseplate 200 x 200 mm
For M18 bolts, washers L18 Ø45 mm

Fixing baseplate 300 x 300 mm
For M24 bolts, L24 Ø60 mm washers
or
For M27 bolts, L27 Ø65 mm washers

Anchor bolts
We offer by default galvanized steel anchoring bolts, delivered
with 2 eyes nuts and 2 large washers. If using prefabricated
foundation, large washers must be used.

Bolt

Insulating washers
An insulating bolts/baseplate system enabling a separation
between electrolytic steel/aluminum is mandatory for aluminum lighting poles.

Advice
To prevent corrosion and ensure longevity for the lighting
poles, it is strongly advised to:
- built a groove or a drain to evacuate internal water condensation. This can be avoided with a non-covered baseplate directly fitted onto the block, thanks to baseplate raising trough
inferior insulating washers.
- Protect the bolt heads and eyes nuts with grease-filled plups.

Lock-nut

Covering bolts and nuts
Die-cas aluminum shells covering anchoring
bolts and nuts
Available on K250 Baseplate

Nut

Insulating washers
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Concrete block

Drain

Maxi 4 x Ø
Electrical
supply
Direct fixing on block (recommended)
It is recommended that public lighting poles on baseplate be installed directly on the
concrete foundation block if enough smooth and flat. The inferior insulating washers
also allow to even out the roughness of the slab and improve the baseplate foundation.

Fixing on washers (strongly not recommended)
We strongly warn against using washers underneath the support slab. If however
this method is used, it is essential to limit the vacant space between underneath the
baseplate and the superior part of the foundation block to 4 times the diameter of
the bolt and to cover this space with filling mortar

Covered baseplate
It is recommended not to cover the light pole’s baseplate.
If the light pole baseplate must be covered, it is strongly advised to ensure the considered materials are not harmful. An insulating material between the light pole base
and the coating must otherwise be provided for.
Moreover, damaging shocks to the protective coating of the baseplate must be
avoided during the pouring of cement/asphalt.
When light poles are fixed onto grass, it is advised to remove grass from where the
support slab will be located to ease mowing and avoid corrosive action from weed
killer. Covering with river sand helps drainage.

Storage
Poles must not be stored directly on the ground or next to a storage zone of pulverulent materials.
Appropriate ventilation must be planned for long-term storage (over three weeks) and eventual strapping removed.
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Artistic collaboration
Specialist of tailor made urban lighting furniture, Technilum® brings its expertise to the Art world to create unique products.
Listening to designers, Technilum® sees to create structures fitting their vision, adding its technical expertise.
These collaborations give rise to masterwork designed as technical products, with regards to both reliability and sustainability.
These specific creations are wonderful occasions to test our proficiency and to open up new possibilities.
These evolutions are taken into consideration in the rest of our range afterwards and are part of our innovation and quality policies.
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Realized for Serendipity. Lezigno, in 2011
"Collection into one furniture of all city services (bus shelter, light pole, camera, clock, Kakemono, speaker, solar panel,
light signal, street number, flower support, directional plate, bird shelter, street name plate, taxi bollard, trash, parking
meter, postal box, bicycle parking, city map, public banc).
This service collection is a proposition (landscape simplification) and it's critic in the mean time (aesthetical monopoly of
urban furnitures and the over rationalization of public spaces)." Julien Berthier
Julien BERTHIER, born in 1975 in Besançon. Lives and works in Aubervilliers (France)
As a whole, his work is set up in logical demonstration: ironical seriousness, appllied to mechanism of reality to reveal
paradoxes.
He has been the subject of numerous exhibitions in France (Palais de Tokyo, Maison Rouge, Plateau, Monnaie…) but also
abroad, and many publications have been consecrated to him and to his art.

Services collection ©Julien Berthiers

Julien Berthier, Services collection (2011)
. Multifonction shelter, made of aluminum
. Various accessories, plant-covered roof
. Dimensions: 6900 x 3000 x 2300 mm
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Photograph ©Nicolas Giraud

Installation during "la Nuit Blanche" (Paris, 2011)
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Realized for Serendipity. Lezigno, in 2008
« When I saw this site for the first time, I realized that nature and the domain are strong icones that I had to strongly
consider. I was catched up by the panoramic aspect of the Lezigno domain. It was the perfect materialization of the landscape format use in painting.
What can we do in a no limit physical area if we want built from the sculptor side and stop by from the spectator side?
How proceed, in a no limit neutral space, to create and delineate?
To offer, we forget than frames are made in 3 dimentions, and flow is also possible inside "thickness" answering the size
choice.
Even if frames are like frozen image, they recenter the viewer: borders offers a new point of view once arrived at a corner,
the way done. They appoint and show in the same time.
The inclinaison between the two frame interested me. This one highlight the lean (even if the movement expressed is
a steping back) resulting on a "cut", a wrinkle in on of the component part. Strictly, it's just a angle, but it's a shift one
maintaining the frame, and, in this contexte, also creating "corners". In regards to this, the third frame name: a quiet nook
was chosen. » Nathalie Elemento
Nathalie ELEMENTO, sculptor, born in 1965 in Saint Nazaire. Lives and works In Paris. Graduated from the National school
of fine Arts and Architecture and from the Institute of high Studies in Plastic Arts (Paris).
“My work is an essay of representation: the contrary of dramatization or of an installation. Not useful at all but absolutely
practicable”.
The central theme of her work is the separation and attempts of reuniting. Interlocked forms meet each other but never
fit together. Exhibited all around the world, Nathalie Elemento’s work is based on interior furniture and the design of
furniture-sculpture.
“Hors Champ”, still visible at the Domaine de Lézigno.

Storyboard ©Nathalie Élémento

Nathalie Élémento, Hors Champ (2008)
. Monumental sculpture, implanted in Lézigno
. Extruded aluminum profile of trapezoid section
. Dimension frame 1: 8300 x 7000 x 2300 mm
. Dimensions frame 2 : 5900 x 5900 x 1543 mm
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Realized for Serendipity. Lezigno, in 2006
"Solar harmonic is a result of 2 years works with Technilum technical support to move from drawing to aluminum component creation, realizing a "unit" easily adaptable and using light energy.
This musical and solar cane, similar to an harmonic organ is equipated with sound registrated by Erik Samakh, he tracks, from
tropical forest to poitevin marshland like an hunter.
Solar light, wind, hygrometry, temperature, atmospheric variations are directly operating in artist creations." Artist documents
Erik SAMAKH, born in 1959 in Saint-Georges-de-Didonne, is a contemporary Artist and teacher at the Art School of Aixen-Provence and at the Art School of the Pyrenees (since 2013).
His work has been internationally since the middle of the eighties. It blends new technologies and natural elements, specificly soud ones. His work is like an unlimited dialog between human beings and the nature; until now, space attributed
to images become listening place. Technological elements (solar flutes and light grain) are used to bring back attention
on nature.
A lot of his works have been created in natural sites such as Regional Nature Reserves or geological reserves (Regional
Nature Reserve of Lorraine, Riou Gorges, Tijuca Forest in Brazil, International Center of Art and Landscape of Vassivière…)

Erik Samakh, Solar Harmonic (2006)
. Suspended sound rods, supplied by photovoltaic panels
. Made of aluminum, with machinated liaison piece
. Dimensions: Ø60 mm, length 3400 mm
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Photograph ©Deladerrière - Huguenin

Gérald Petit, Points of view (2010)
Permanent installation at the Lycée des Métiers de la Montagne, Saint Jean de Maurienne
. Light totem in machinated aluminum tube
. Dimensions: Ø400 mm, length 4500 mm

Agence On, 18 Rue Vivienne (siège social Kenzo) (2009)
. Suspended tubular luminaire, equipped with a changing color device
. Dimensions: Ø60 mm, length 3400 mm
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Agence Hutinet, Mikados (2004)
Lighting showcase, Beaurepaire

. Bouquet of tilted poles to 5,10, 15 et 20°, heights 13, 14 et 15m
. Ø 200mm, with specific light beacon
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Lezigno
Located in the South of France, in Languedoc-Roussillon, the business’ activities have put down roots at the Domaine de Lézigno since 1999.
Technilum® headquarters is a remarkable exemple of conversion of historical heritage into industrial offices and workshops.
A designed and enlightened landscape uncover this architecture’s originality while respecting the authenticity and the greatness of this old
wine storehouse.
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Industrial workshop and offices
The rehabilitation of the building, left in ruins, and its adaptation to the constraints of the
use of the site by Technilum® were entrusted to OMLB architects in 1998. After partially
destroying the concrete cisterns, the installation of a machinating and assembly line took the
advantage of the heigh rooffing framework.

Centre d'art
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The workshops are separated into two parallel building blocks; on top sit the open-space
offices. Mixing wood, glass and steel, this juxtaposition offers light and opens passageways
on the footways. .
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GENERALS SALES CONDITIONS
All goods sold, or proposed for sale by TECHNILUM are subject to acceptance by the purchaser of these General Terms of
Sale, and to his renunciation from his own General Terms of Purchase. The clauses stipulated on the purchaser’s order forms or correspondence
cannot derogate from these, unless our formal agreement is confirmed in our proposal or in our order confirmation.
1.GENERAL
The prices and information featured in the catalogs, leaflets and price-lists are for information only, TECHNILUM reserves the side right to modify all
layouts, shapes, dimensions or materials of its products descriptions featured in its documentation. Our offers are valid for two months. Our delivery
is limited to the equipment indicated in the estimates. Our proposals are revisable according to the price revision formulas published by the “Syndicat
de l’Eclairage” (confederation for lighting) (www.syndicat-eclairage.com).
The sale contract, including the case of a prior estimate or offer, will only be valid after formal acceptance of the purchaser’s order by TECHNILUM.
The purchaser is bound by the figures and terms of our order confirmation.
In the absence of dispute by the purchaser, within 48 hours of our acknowledgement of receipt for said order, the terms and conditions of the order
confirmation will be considered as accepted. The dimensions of the foundations blocks are given for information only; these must be determined
foundation by the purchaser, under his responsibility, taking into account all variations engender by the local content.
For additional supplies, the prices and new lead-times will be discussed as appropriate between TECHNILUM and the purchaser.
The conditions for these additional supplies shall in no circumstances be prejudicial to those of the main order.
The display equipment must be returned within two months. Failing this, it will be invoiced as per the conditions of the main offer, in accordance
with the law.
2.INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
TECHNILUM retains the full intellectual property rights for its projects, studies, samples and documents of any type, which cannot be communicated
or carried out without its written formal agreement. Their restitution shall be granted upon request.
Technology and know-how, be it patented or not, as well as all industrial and intellectual property rights relating to products and services, remain the
exclusive property of TECHNILUM. Only a nonexclusive right to use the products is granted to the purchaser.
3.ORDER CANCELLATION OR MODIFICATION
It is formally agreed between both parties that no order can be completely or partially cancelled after a period of 2 clear days following reception of
our fax acknowledging order confirmation. When required, the expenses incurred by order fulfillment will be invoiced to the purchaser. Any request
for modification on a pending order will have to be the subject of a written request from the customer and will only be accepted by TECHNILUM
according to the production stage of said order.
TECHNILUM will notify his decision to the customer, in writing, and issued as a rider.
4.DELIVERY LEAD TIME
TECHNILUM will automatically be released from all commitments relating to delivery lead times when:
- the payment terms are not complied with by the purchaser,
- in case of force majeure, events against our will and impeding our normal operations at the stage of manufacturing or forwarding the products,
- in events such as lockouts, general or partial strikes impeding proper operation of the company or of a supplier, subcontractor, or carrier, transport
interruptions, energy supply, raw materials or spare parts shortages, epidemics, wars, requisitions, fires, weather events, natural disasters, tool accidents, transport delays, or any other event resulting in short-time working.
- when the information required from the purchaser does not reach us in time, and in case of modifications or new specifications.
a.Delays
The delivery lead times are given for information only, and are not guaranteed. Failure to deliver within the dates indicated on our order confirmation,
or to deliver specific equipment, will not give right to compensation, damages or cancellation of the order, even partial. In the event of delay, the
purchaser cannot outright cancel his order: it is imperative he first sends us formal notice.
b.Penalties
Penalties for late delivery are not accepted.
Nevertheless, in the event of specific contractual provisions, they cannot exceed an amount representing 5% of the value of the equipment still to be
delivered. These penalties will only apply when TECHNILUM can be held responsible for the delay, provided proof is brought that said delay indeed
caused a real prejudice. Application of these penalties requires formal notice from the purchaser on the date of scheduled delivery and indicating their
intention to call for compensations. They are then considered inclusive and exonerating damages, and exclude all other compensations.
5.TRANSPORT
Our goods travel at the purchaser’s own risks, he is responsible for checking all deliveries on arrival, to state all possible reserves and claim possible
directly from the carrier, including when terms & deliveries are made in free carrier (PCA incoterm). Our FCA Shippment always implies unloaded by
the recipient, as it is not possible for the driver to unload by himself. All additional transport expenses caused by the purchaser (in the event of wrong
delivery address or absence of the recipient) will be automatically invoiced to him.
a.claims
Despite legal requirements, be taken into account all complaints regarding the nature, the type, the characteristics, the delivery slips or the apparent
quality of the products will have to be notified to the seller by registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt within 8 calendar days following
since delivery day.
b.returns
Returns will only be accepted after our specific written agreement, and within eight days, in perfect condition and in original packaging, post paid
to the address we will indicate.
In the event of damage to the equipment, packaging expenses will be borne by the purchaser.
6.CONDITIONS AND TERMS OF PAYMENT
The contract determines the terms of payment. The invoice stipulates the date on which the payment must take place, as well as the penalty rates
applicable from the day following the settlement date featured on the invoice.
Terms of payment are as follows :
a. Before shipment for all first orders
b. For all invoices not exceeding 1000 Euros before tax, payment is expected when invoice is received
c. Draft, promissory note, or bank transfer, 45 days end of month (or 60 net days) as from the issuing date of the invoice,
this in accordance with the economy modernization law (Loi de Modernisation de l’Economie, LME) n° 2008-776 dated
August 4 2008.
Particular circumstances, or specific projects, can result in different terms of payment, in particular, requests for down payments,
or payment before shipment in the event of our credit insurance refusing to cover the receivable amount.
Failure to settle a repayment automatically cancels the terms and, as a consequence, makes all outstanding amounts immediately
claimable, including of all repayment.
In accordance with the LME, all late settlements give immediate and full right to interest, as of the 1st day of delay, with no
notice required, at a rate corresponding to the refinance rate of the European Central Bank (ECB) plus 10 points, this without
prejudice to end the infringement failure of payment at the due date. In the event these rules are not complied with, the law provides civil and
criminal
penalties, as follows :
•Civil penalties : fines up to 2 million Euros, and nullity of the contract
•Criminal penalties : fines up to 15 000 Euros
The statutory auditors have the obligation to state in their annual reports, and report to the Finance Minister, all failures that could have come to
their knowledge during their audits.
Moreover, in the event of delayed payments, TECHNILUM reserves the right to cancel ongoing orders and to deem as canceled all related contracts.
In the event of a dispute or of partial fulfillment of the contract payment remains due for the part of the contract that is not disputed or is partially
fulfilled.
Payment is reputed settled at the date on which the funds are made available by the customer to the beneficiary, or his subrogated representative.
Services related to the supplied goods are payable cash, net price without discount.
For the shipment of goods which are to be imported within the DOM-TOM (French territories and departments overseas)

tax agreement, settlement must take place within 45 days end of month (or 60 nets days) starting from the date the goods were received.
7.RESERVATION OF TITLE
TECHNILUM retains the ownership of all goods sold until effective payment of the entirety of the price in principal and accessories. However, risk
is transferred to the purchaser as of delivery. In the event of total or partial non-paymenton due date, we reserve the right to require restitution
of those goods.
8.WARRANTIES
The period during which the various performances of an item of equipment are guaranteed cannot be deemed as an indication on the average,
maximum or effective service life of that equipment.
a. Defect opening right to warranty
TECHNILUM undertakes to remedy all failures of the equipment provided resulting from a material defect if it is established that the said material
was installed according to the state of the art by qualified professionals having complied with all equipment specific instructions provided by the
seller, with regard to both startup and maintenance.
This Code of Practice is specifically stated in the “Recommendations relating to the lighting of public highways” published by the French Lighting
Association, as well as document “Maintenance of external lighting” published and distributed by the lighting professional organization. The
warranty does not apply in the event of faults resulting either from equipment provided or imposed by the customer, or from a design imposed
by him.
The duration and benefits of the warranty can only be accepted if the purchaser can prove that the conditions defined by TECHNILUM for storage,
operation and maintenance were complied with.
The seller does not provide any warranty for equipment associated to other components in an assembly without his agreement.
Repairs and replacement parts provided in compliance with the initial warranty carry the same warranty under the same terms and conditions as
the original equipment for a new period of time equivalent to that initially determined.
The warranty of other parts and elements of the initial delivery is only prolonged when necessary for a period corresponding to the immobilization
due to the replacement or repair.
b. Starting point and warranty period
The warranty period begins on the date of delivery stated on the delivery slip accepted and signed by the purchaser or his representative. If, following request from the purchaser, the shipment of already fully manufactured equipment is postponed for a reason not related to TECHNILUM,
prolongation of the warranty period cannot exceed 3 months beyond the initial delivery date. The warranty period against faulty manufacture,
as well as the paint warranty both last 1 year. The paint warranty only relates to the adherence risks, as defined by standard NF-EN ISO 24-09
“Paint and varnish. Squaring Tests”.
c. Purchaser Obligations
In order to call upon the benefits of the warranty, the purchaser must, in writing and without delay, inform the seller of the faults he has found
on the equipment and provide all proof and justifications of these; he must give TECHNILUM every opportunity to proceed with confirmation
of these faults and to remedy them; he must, unless agreed in writing by TECHNILUM, refrain from having repairs carried out, by himself or
a third party. Any failure to comply with these provisions would lead to the cancellation of the warranty, except in the event of force majeure
jeopardizing the safety of personnel.
d. Warranty procedures
Once advised, TECHNILUM shall remedy or have remedied the fault observed with all due diligence and at his expense, with the sole aim of
satisfying his obligations, and reserves the possibility of modifying the equipment to obtain the initially planned performance levels. In the event
of on site repair, TECHNILUM shall assume responsibility for the costs of labor and travel resulting from the intervention, with the exclusion of
expenses due to the consequences relating to the defect observed. Replaced parts shall be made available to TECHNILUM and will again become
its property.
e. Damages
Our responsibility is strictly limited to the obligations defined above and it is expressly agreed that TECHNILUM will not be required to make any
compensation other than material or immaterial consecutive or non-consecutive damages.
f. Special warranties
Within the scope of a precise operation, these are added on to the general conditions and must be covered by a written contract between TECHNILUM and the purchaser. They can in no event be imposed unilaterally by the purchaser.
They shall only be acceptable to TECHNILUM when accompanied by a technical definition of the risks guaranteed and the specific conditions in
which the equipment to be guaranteed is called on to be used, operate, be serviced and maintained in good condition. The document “Extension
of warranties in outdoor lighting” is available on the Internet site of the lighting professional organization (www.syndicat-eclairage.com) under
the heading Declaration/ Commitment/ Statements.
9.RESPONSIBILITY
a.responsibility for direct material damage
TECHNILUM is responsible for repairing direct material damages caused to the purchaser that may result from faults that may be directly attributed to him in the performance of the contract. As a result, TECHNILUM is not required to repair either the harmful consequences of faults of the
purchaser or third parties relating to performance of the contract, or damages resulting from the use of technical documents, data or any other
means provided or whose use is imposed by the purchaser and including errors not detected by TECHNILUM.
b. Responsibility for indirect and/or immaterial damages
In all circumstances, TECHNILUM shall be required to compensate for immaterial and/or indirect damages as in particular with operating losses,
lost profits, market injury, etc. TECHNILUM’s responsibility is strictly limited to the obligations expressly stipulated in the contract. All penalties
and compensation that are provided for are considered to be fixed price compensation, discharging in their effect and exclusive of any other
sanction or compensation.
c. General provisions
With the exclusion of gross negligence by TECHNILUM and compensation for bodily harm, our responsibility is limited, in all instances, to a sum
that, in the absence of a differing stipulation in the contract, is limited to the amounts cashed in by virtue of the supply or the service provision
on the date of the claim.
The purchaser vouchsafes that he renounces any recourse to his insurers or third parties with whom he has a contractual relation against TECHNILUM or its insurers beyond the limits and for the exclusions set above.
10.SPECIAL CONTRACTS
a.custom work
When it comes to custom work, Technilum exclusively guarantees performance in accordance with the sizes, tolerances and specifications stated to it.
When the responsibility of providing the material is Technilum’s, the latter shall be required, in the event of nonconforming or defective parts, in so far as
their number exceeds tolerances, only to replace the said parts free of charge, without being required to pay compensation.
When the material or parts are provided by the customer, Technilum, in the event of non-conformance not resulting from a vice specific to the said parts
and relating to a number of parts exceeding tolerances, shall be required according to the customer’s choice either to make out a credit corresponding
to the custom price of the scrapped parts, or to again perform the work using the material or parts needed as made available to him by the customer.
Unless the contract so provides explicitly, Technilum will only answer for the loss or damage to material or parts entrusted to him where a serious failing
with respect to the rules for prudence and diligence normally required for a work of this type is observed.
b.Repairs
Except express agreement otherwise, repair operations shall not lead to any warranty other than that for the correct performance of the said
operations
11.CONTESTATION & ASSIGNMENT OF COMPETENCE
Failing an amicable agreement, it is expressly agreed that any dispute relating to the contract shall be under the exclusive competence of the
Commercial Court of Béziers, France, even in the event of introduction of third parties or multiple joint defenders.
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